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Abstract

In this thesis, the problem of calculating power transmission line induced or radiated

electromagnetic fíelds is studied by decomposing the line into a large number of snall

segments, k¡own as Hertzian dipoles. Since the presence of lossy ground makes the

electromagnetic fìeld distribution very different from that of the same dipole over

perfectly conducting ground, different approaches should be followed for the lossy and

lossless ground assumptions. The contribution of each dipole on the total electric and

magnetic field is calculated using three analytical techniques. Two of these methods are

frequency-domain solutions for the problem of dipole radiation above lossy ground,

while the third method is a time-domain exact solution for the same problem based on the

assumption of perfectly conducting ground. The theoretical background and extent of

validity of each technique are reviewed in this thesis. Tlie results derived by applying

each method are compared with those obtained using a commercial software package.

The time-domain solution for the problem of power transmission line electromagnetic

fields is obtained using Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms, rvhich enables us to

obtain the electromagnetic waveforms associated with power system transients. The

effect of different parameters such as conductivity and relative permittivity of the ground,

the line{o-observation point distance, height, and sag of the transmission line is studied.

Further, the impact of downscaling of transmission line on different electromagnetic

parameters is analyzed, and the appropriate scale factor for each parameter is derived.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Due to their expansive physical dimensions, transmission line networks are the most

critical components of a power system from an electromagnetic point of view. They act

as huge transmitting antennas, radiating low- and high-frequency electromagnetic fields

into the surrounding space. At the same time, they behave as receiving antennas,

absorbing electromagnetic energy radiated by extemal sources, such as indirect lightning

strikes, which is carried over long distances.

Radiated electromagnetic (EM) fields, which are of strong amplitudes, are produced

during normal and t¡ansient operaiion of transmission lines. Transmission line radiation

interference can cause major problems for electronic devices installed in the vicinity of

t¡ansmission networks for measurement, protection, and control pulposes. To ensure

normal functioning of the electronic equipment present in this electromagnetic

environment, the radiated t¡ansient electromagnetic fìelds must be accurately calculated.

(l)
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Further, electromagnetic coupling is a strong source of interference. Mitigation of this

interference requires an understanding ofparametels which affect the coupling. Recently,

there has been concem about possible health issues associated rvith exposure to the

electric and magnetic fields in the vicinity of transmission lines. It is this issue which has

brought considerable media attention to the power transmission line environment.

These issues underline the need for accurate evaluation of elechomagnetic fìelds

arising from exposure to power transmission lines. Since the measurement experimeltts

have been proved to be quite expensive, electromagnetic radiation needs to be evaluated

through numerical calculation.

1.2 Problem Definition

Radiation in the air above conductive homogeneous ground from a finite-length power

transmission line has been considered by many researchers, initiated by Sommerfeld [1]

and [2]. There is a massive body of literature describing the performance of wire

conductors energized at low and higli frequencies in the air and soil.

The goal of this thesis is to propose a generalized technique for calculating the

radiated electromagnetic fields associated with a power transmission line, located above

lossy ground. To achieve this goal, the huge amount ofresearch on this topic is reviewed

and some of the validated techniques int¡oduced in the literature are implemented and

merged together.

It is a well k¡own fact that the presence oflossy ground makes the field radiated fron.r

a transmission line very different from that of the same line in an infinite homogeneous

(2)
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region or above perfectly-conductive ground [3]. Therefore, in this research differenl

approaches are considered towards the lossless and lossy ground assumptions.

According to the Dipole TechniEte [4]-[0], any radiating body may be regarded as

being made up of a large number of short dipoles. Thus, tlie total radiated

electromagnetic freld is the sum ofall the contributions from each constituent dipole. The

dipole technique, also krown as Heflzian Dipole Technique [5]-171, requires only

knowledge ofthe curent density ofthe radiating body as a function of time and space.

In this work, for the case of perfectly-conductive ground, use is made of direct

solution of Maxwell's equations. However, for the case of lossy ground, two main

frequency-domain approaches towards this problem, Complex Image Theory t11l-[5]

and King's formulation t16l-t191, are reviewed and implemented. Since the

aforementioned techniques cannot provide an accurate value for the DC component ofthe

electromagnetic fields, the equations derived by Olsen [20] and [21] are implemented to

complete the formulation.

The validity of the results is verified using the numerical softrvare package NEC [22],

which is based on the Method of Moments (Molu[).

In the development ofthe mentioned methods, the calculation ofthe fields depends on

the knowledge of the cunent along the transmission line. Therefore, to find the current

distribution along the line, when excited by knorvn cunent or voltage sources, the

Modifed Finite Difference Tinte Domain (MFDTD) technique [23] and [24] is used,

which provides the required current information for each segment ofthe line.

Traditional electromagnetic field computation techniques assume that the curent-

carrying power transmission lines are straight horizontal wires. This assumption results in

(3)
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a model whose electromagnetic fields are distofed from those produced in reality,

especially rvhen dealing with the transient frelds. To overcome this deficiency, rve take

the sag of the line into account in the field calculation process by considering the exact

shape ofthe catenary before decomposing the line into short dipoles [25] and 1261.

One of the practical techniques in the study of power transmission networks is

fabricating a scaled model of the system and performing compatibility and susceptibility

tests under controlled conditions. The reduced-scale model should represent the full-scale

equipment realistically for electric effect measurement pur?oses. Therefore, properly-

chosen scale factors should be applied for physical and temporal parameters. The impact

of geometrical scaling on electromagnetic parameters of a power transmission line is

evaluated by making use of the similarity theory 127l-1291. Accordingly, different scale

facto¡s for various transmission line parameters are calculated.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 of this thesis is devoted to calculation of the electromagnetic fìelds associated

with a porver transmission line located above Perfectly Electric Conducting (PEC)

ground. In the ñrst part of Chapter 2, the dipole technique is introduced. As it was briefly

mentioned before, this technique is based on decomposing the line into many small

segments and finding the total radiated electromagnetic field in the vicinity ofthe line as

the summation of all the contributions from each dipole. The second part of Chapter 2

deals with the time-domain solution of Maxwell's equation for the problem of a dipole in

free-space. This solution is combined with the image theory [3] to take the effect of the

ground into account.

(4)
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Chapter 3 reviews the massive volume of research done on the subject of dipole

radiation above finitely-conductive ground, Next, two fundamental and experimentally

validated methods torvards this problem are introduced and the fomulas for the electric

and magnetic ñelds are reviewed in detail. The fi¡st method reviewed in this chapter is

King's proposed frequency-domain solution to Maxwell's equations using a Fourier-like

transformation [6]-[9]. The mathematical manipulations and all the approximations

used in this method are discussed in detail. The second technique is the complex image

theory proposed by Bannister t11l-t141. This technique is mainly based on solving the

integrals encountered in Sommerfeld's solution using mathematical approximations. The

physical interpretation of such approximations and the validity of this method are

discussed in detail.

In Chapter 4, a parametric study on the scaling of different quantities affecting the

behaviour of a transmission line is done and an appropriate scale factor for each

parameter is derived.

Chapter 5 presents the implementation details of different techniques introduced in

this thesis. The results obtained by applying these methods for different geometries and

different source excitation waveforms are shown and discussed.

Chapter 6 summarizes the work done in this research and discusses the possible future

work to be accomplished.

The methods proposed by King and Bamister are based on complicated mathematical

manipulations. Appendix A and B of this thesis present the con.rputational work done by

King and Bannister in detail.

(s)
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Chapter l. Introduction

To study the effect of the co¡rductor sag on the porver transmission line

electromagnetic fields, the exact shape ofthe catenary is considered before decomposing

the line into shorl dipoles. The modifications applied to make the calculations mo¡e

accurate are discussed in Appendix C of this thesis.

(6)
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Chapter 2

Electric and Magnetic Field
Emission over PEC Ground

2.1 The Dipole Technique

One of the methods mainly used for calculating the emitted electric and magnetic f,relds

from an energized body is the dipole technique [a]-[0]. In this technique, the source is

assumed to be made up of a large number of short dipoles. The total radiated

electromagnetic field in the vicinity ofthe radiating body can be found as the summation

of all the contributions flom each constituent dipole. All the constituent dipoles are

required to be much smaller than the wavelength of the current and voltage signals. In

antenna theory, such dipoles are called Hefzian, short, or infinitesimal dipoles [3].

Hefizian dipole is a radiating wi¡e which is short enough so that the current passing

through it can be considered to be constant along its whole length. Hertzian dipole is a

tlteoretical concept and cannot physically exist [3]; however, a very short dipole antenna

is a reasonable approximation.

(7)
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Due to its usability, the dipole technique, also known as Hertzian dipole technique, has

been used for finding the electric and magnetic fìelds from a transmission line [8]-

[10]. In this application, the main idea is to decompose a transmission line into many

small segments. Each segment can be considered as a small dipole antenna. The dipole

technique requires only knowledge of the current density of the radiating body as a

function of time and space. The configuration of a decomposed horizontal wire is shown

in Figure 2.1 [9].

HerÍzian dipole technique requires the segments to be very short comparing to the

shortest wavelength of the transmission line cunent. Also the distance between the

observation point and each of the constituent dipoles should be greater than the length of

the segments. Consequently, the main drawback of the dipole technique is the

considerable computation time of this app¡oach for a valid implementation.

Hertzian
Dipole x = xl

*x

Observation Point

E=IE¡

Figure 2.1. Configuration of a horizontal current-carrying rvire, decomposed into small dipoles.

Transmission Line

(8)
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Two other techniques have been proposed to approach the problem ofradiation from a

transmission line. The first technique is the ramp method [30], in which the transient

current rvaveform canied by the tlansmission line, is decomposed into a number of ramp

functions. The total electromagnetic field is then obtained as the summation of the

responses to all the ramp functions. The accuracy of this model is heavily dependent on

the number of ramp functions used for the approximation [30]-[32]. This rnodel's

applicability is limited to simple radiating structures for ivhich the ramp response of the

system is already obtained t30l-t321. The second rnetliod is an analytical approach to

solve the Telegrapher's equations t3ll-t331. This analytical technique has been applied to

both lossless [31] and [32], and lossy [33] power transmission lines. In this approach, the

line is approximated as an infinitely long structure and the ground is assumed to be PEC.

Despite the expensive time-consumption of the dipole technique, due to its general

form, it can be incorporated to find the electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of a lossy

sagged power transmission line with a finite length, located above lossy ground. This is

the main reason for choosing this approach in this thesis.

Ease ofuse and generality of the dipole technique have made it possible to apply tlìis

method for a wide range of applications in power system and electromagnetic

interference problems. Some of the applications of this nethod which have been studied

in the literature can be listed as power system switching transients [10], high-frequency

radiation from intercon¡ect cables [8], lightning return stroke modelling [l] and [7],

transients due to power electronic converters [34], and electromagnetic radiation in high

voltage substations [9].

(e)
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It has been shown that as the dipole size approaches zero, the results of the dipole

technique will be the same as those given by the exact analytical model (ifsuch solution

exists) [31] and [32].

2.2 Radiation from a Horizontal Dipole

As discussed in the previous section, in order to fìnd the total electromagnetic fìeld in the

vicinity of a powe¡ transmission line, first we need to find the contribution of each

constituent dipole on the electric and magnetic fìelds. In this section, we derive the time-

domain electromagnetic field expressions associated with a fìnite-length dipole.

The conventional solution to find the EM radiation from a finite-length anterula stafis

with the time-domain Maxwell's equations for a single ante¡ura in free-space l4l-171,

V.E = p/€0,

V.B = 0,

VxE = -ôB/ôt,

VxB =
¡1rôE

u't * \¿)æ,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

where,

c2 = 1/ poeo, (2.5)

and eo and po are the permittivity and permeability ofthe air, respectively.

The convenient way to solve these four fundamental equations is to write the electric

and magnetic fields in terms of scalar and vector potentials and solve for the potential

(10)
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quantities first. From tlie knowledge of scalar electric potential, @, and vector magnetic

potential, A, we can find the electric field, E, and magnetic freld, B, vectors as,

E = -vþ-aA/at, (2.6)

and,

B = VxA, (2.'7)

where,

and, we choose

(2.10)

whe¡e R is the distance between the dipole and the observatìon point [4], [7].

Consider a horizontal small isolated dipole of length tr, located at the point r' in free-

space and canying an arbitrary current ¿(r', ¿) [7]. The electric fìeld intensity, E, and the

magnetic flux density, B, at any arbitrary point, r, in the space may be derived in the

time-domain, from Maxwell's equations in terms of the vector potential, A(r, t):

1 r o(r'.t - R/c)
QG,t) : n"r"J,-dr,

A(r,r) = tlo Ilî"t-R/c) dv',
+tt Jv' t(

âAlr. tl r t
E(r,t) = --#*c¿ J_-vlv.A(r,r)ldr,

(2.9)

(2.8)

(2.11)

" ^.(J)#

where,
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(2.12)

I have used the usual notation of representing field points by unprimed coordinates

and source points by primed coordinates. Figure 2.2 shorvs the configuration of the dipole

and obseruation point in free-space [5].

Without loss of generality and just to make the calculations simpler, the dipole can be

assumed to be located at the origin and extended along the.r-axis. The procedure to be

followed for finding the field expressions is the well-krown method used by Uman [6]

and f7l, which is re-derived for the Cartesian coordinate system. Deriving the fteld

expressions in the Cartesian coordinate system allows us to directly apply superposition

to the contribution ofeach dipole.

Source
(Radiating Body)

Hertzian
Dipole

lr-r'l

A(r,,) = #1,?'-5r)]/r.-. I

L= La,

Obsewation

."Þ Point

/':

Figure 2.2. A horizontal dipole in free-space.

(t2)
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The vector potential associated with a horizontal dipole located at the origin of

coo¡dinate system, shown in Figure 2.3, is given as:

A:Axâ*=[#'+]*

From Equation (2.7) we find,

(2.13)

(2.15)

B = VxA (2.14)

âv â.1ô ôl
ôv ôzl; ,l

Thus,

'=*{^'*tq¿'1] -^'*lry]}
= #{*(+)* - R/c). (+)T }^,

- # {* (*) i G - R / c) - (+)4!#!e} 
^.

x

Figure 2.3. Geometry of an )ú-directed horizontal dipote, Iocated at the origin in free-space.

( 13)
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Since,

it lollorvs that,

R = (x2*y2+zzlt/2,

ôv
" [¿(¿ - R/c)l = -:;i (t - R/c),oy cK

a

¡li(t - R/c)l = i (t - R/c),

ôi(t-R/c) ¡x1ôi(t-R/c)
ôx \cRl At

ai(t-R/c) _ (y ¡aift -R/c)
ôv --\ril at '

AíQ-R/c) _ (z 1ôi(t-Rlc)
ô" --\.R/ & '

(2.16)

(2.11)

(2.19'

(2.20)

(2.21')

and,

where primes indicate derivatives with respect to the whole argument, (t - R/c) l7l.

Using the above equations, we can find the relation between the time and space

derivatives ofthe current as follows,

To simplifu Equation (2.15), we will also need the following relations for the space

derivatives,

(2.22)

(2.23)

ô t7¡,

al¡,)

ô ttt
-t-lôy \R)

x

v
- D3'

(14)
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ô rlt z

ô,\il - - N'

Noiv, by substituting Equations (2.19)-(2.24) into Equation (2.15), rve can rvrite tlie

whole expression for the magnetic flux density vector', B, as,

, = #{f;-) íe - R / c) . (#)ry}^,
*uotv{¡ 11¡(t-Þ/.\-,-¡ r 1ô¿(¿-nlc)i^ 

(2'2s\

- 4t ll R'l I\t - K/c) * \ra') u ¡^'

To determine the expression for the electric field intensity, we need to make use of

Equation (2.1l) t7l. We begin by finding,

AA" tuoL\ ô lí(t- R/c)l

''o = 7; = \*)*l---¡-)
(2.26)

: #l(+)Ys;Ye- (å)'a - R/Òl

The integrand in (2.11) is given by,

v(v A) : #{*l(+)!@, ) - *f;-S¿ (, - R/c)l 
} 

â,.

-uotlô l¡t¡ôt?-n/c)l
4rr tôy [\R/ ôx ]

ô ¡tx'. rì
- a, t(n) iG - n/c)lJâ,

-uorlô f¡t¡ôi?-n/c)l' 4ir lôzl\R) ôx l

ô rtt', tl
- ¿ t(n'J iG - n/c))Jâ''

Q.27)

(15)
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By expanding Equation (2.27), we will have

V(V.A) lt x 1ôl(r- R/c) 17¡,ô2i(t- R/c)
J_ r_r_

PçL/4n [\ R''r Ôz ' \n/ ÔxÔz

t3xz¡, t 2,,ôí(t- R/c)l* l*, J 
¿G - R/c)- (*,)-a, lâ"

-l¡ _ y fí(t - R/ c) - ¡llazi(t - R/ c)
- l\- N) az - \n) ayaz

t3yz\ t z ', ôí(t - n/c)l ^* lÉl i(t - R/c) - (*,J-=r ]â,

lt 2.,ôí(t-R/c) /7\ô2í(t- R/c)+ll-¡'J---ô;-*\a) a",

/ 1 \ /322\
- (,*3J,ft - R/c) + 

| n, / 
ift - n7.,

¡21ôi(t-R/c)l^- \ar) 6, 1^'

By applying the relations between time and space derivatives found in Equations

(2.19)-(2.21), it is shown that,

ôzi(t- R/c) ô lt-x,,ôi(t- R/c)l
ôyôx - Ayl\çP) ôt l

_ _ /I\ l¡-y¡Aí(t - n /cl z1r ,-v' â2i(t. - R/c)l: - (;,) [(É]-T- * {.EJ (á)-a,, 
l,

ô2i(t- R/c) ô ltxtôi(t-R/c)l
ôzôx - ôzl\cfl ôt l

(2.30)

= - (:)lrA !# . (+) G)'r#1,
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0 I t-x', ôi(t - R/c)l
: 

- -I-lôxl\cRJ ôt l

t 1',ôi(t - R/c) / x2 \ai(t - n/c)
- \ cRl ôt \rn'/ at

/ x2 \ô2í(t - R/c)
'\cznz) aú

Also, from Equation (2.12) rve have,

ôA t [¡1r ô¡G - R/c)l ^ôt=4;,"71\il u 1*

Substituting (2.29)-(2.31) into Equation (2.28) yields,

v(v.A)_l(3x'z_1\ /3vz 1\aí(t-R/c)
tl¡" - æ )ttt - 

n7c) + (,n+ -;F) æ

.(*)ú#\*

.{(P) iG-R/c).(#)ry
/ xy \azí(t - R/c)) ^+ \rz pz ) 6tz Jav

.{(H) i(t-R/c).(#)'+
¡ xz ',ô2í(t-R/c)) ^+ \rzps) atz Ia,'

Now we can write the second term on the right side ofEquation (2.1 1) as,

ô2i(t - R/c)
ôx'z

(2.33)

(17)
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,, I' vft.a.\d, = -!-{(,t* 
1 \ rt

J-- 4fteot\Rr-R'/ Jotk-n/'\a'

/3x2 t\ / x2 \aí(t -Rlc)l* (* - * ),(' - R / c) + 
\aø )-ÉJâ"

L ( ßxvt ft t3xv¡,.4"., 
t(ÉJ Jotk - n/'¡a' * (.^',) i(t - R/c)

(2.34)

.(#),#\^,
L ( t3xzt (t t3xzt. *".. t(Tr) J oi(t - 

R/c)dt * l..*-J ¡G - R/c)

t xz ,,Ôi(t -nlc)l ^+ lcn=)-Zl-Jâ.

Thus, substituting (2.32) and (2.34) into (2. I l) yields

L (/3x2 1\ rt /3x2 1\r = 0"" t(¡r - *) J,i(t - R/c)dr + (;¡a -;E?/ i(t - R/c)

/ x2 1\ailr-Rlc))*(*'- cn)-ÉJâ-
. r" 

^{(#) 
[ o',r, 

- *,,, o, . (H) iG - R / c)

- ( ,Y \Ô4t - n/r)) 
^+ \¿pz) ¡ Jav

L (ßxzt fL t3xz¡,
* *" t(;rj Joik - a/,¡a, * (.r-J t(t - R /c)

¡ xz '.ôi(t - R/c)) ^+ \rr*r) * t"''

(18)
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In Equation (2.35), the terms proportional to the integral of the current are called the

electrostatic frelds. In Equations (2.25) and (2.35), the terms proportional to the cument

are called the induction fields, and the terms proportional to the derivative of the curent

are the radiation fields [a]-[5], [7].

It should be pointed out that the electrostatic, induction, and ¡adiation terms rvill

respectively be the dominant terms in the near, intermediate, and far distances.

Equations (2.25) and (2.35) represent the field equations when the dipole is located at

the origin. Ifthe dipole lies along the z-axis at an arbitrary coordinate z', the field may be

obtained by substituting (z - z') for z in Equations (2.25) and (2.35). Sirnilarly, if we

move the dipole to the point (r' , y' , "'), 
the total fie1d can be found simply by substituting

(x - x') for x, (y - y') for y, and (z - z') for z inBquations (2.25) and (2.35) l7l.

2.3 Radiation from a Vertical Dipole

In Chapter 4 and Appendix C, it will be shown that in order to take the effect of sag ofthe

conductor into account, we can decompose each segment of the transmission line into

horizontal and vertical vectors as shown in Figve 2.4. This technique provides a more

accurate approximation for the fields radiated from a transmission line especially in the

transient case.

Consequently, we need to determine the expressions for the electric and magnetic

fields, associated with a vertical dipole. For the case of a dipole, located in free-space,

this is simply achieved by applying a rotation ofthe coordinate system to the results ofa

horizontal dipole.

(le)
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Figure 2.4. Configuration of an arbitrarily-oriented segment of a saggcd conductor, decollrposed iflto
horizontal and yertical segments.

For a vertical dipole shown in Figure 2.5, the time-domain vector potential is given by,

A = A"â. =l(#),+l^. Q36)

Following the same procedure used in the previous section, we can determine

expressions for the magnetic flux density and the electric field intensity [a]-[7] as,

B = Brâ* * Byâr,

where,

i\
Y

dL,,

,. = -+?{(å)',' - -, n . (#)e+},

', =#{(#)4t-n¡c¡.å)ry}

'--'-'> dLn

\
dL

(2.38)

(2.39)

And,

E = Erâ*+ Eyâv + Ezâ|, (2.40)

where,

(20)
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L (ßxzt ft t3xzt,u- = n"* t(¡r) J",f, - R/c)dr + \ *:') tft - n ¡¿

- ¡ xz ¡ÔíG - R/c)\
' \¿zPzJ ôt )'

', = h[(K) I"' 
u, - R / c)d, + (Y) <' - * r o

- ¡ Yz ¡Ôi(t - R/c)\
' \¿zPzl At i'

L (/322 1\ rt /322 1 \t' : n""t\* - *)J"i(t-R/c)dr +(;Rã-;RãJì'G-R/c)

_( "' _ 1\a¿(r-Rlc)ì
' \czR: ,rR) ôt. J

(2.43)

x

Figure 2.5. Geometry of a vertical dipole, located at the origin in free-space.

P (x, y, z)

(2t)
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2.4 Extension of the Results to the Case of an Arbitrarily-
Oriented Dipole

The electromagnetic ñeld expressions ofa vertical infinitesimal dipole, located on the z-

axis were obtained in section 2.3. Now, consider the infinitesimal dipole shorvn in Figure

2.6,located at poínt P'(x',y', z'), wilh an arbitrary orientation def,rned by tlìe unit vector:

n = cos d âx + cos p ây * cos 7 â" [35].

In order to calculate the value of electromagnetic fields at a given point P(x6,y6,2),

we need to derive a generalized form of the equations derived in the previous section.

The equation for line f is given as,

xt-x h-!
cos a cos p

' - r.

cos 7
(2.44)

âq'

h

.l -;
a2'

P(te,yo,z¡)

P'(x',v',2')
ar.

x

Figure 2.6. Configuration of an infinitesimal dipole ryith an arbitrary orientation in free-space,

(22)
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r = ,,1 @t - xo), + (h - !ò" i (2, - z6)2, (2.48)

¡=ffisgn(n.p'N), (2.4s)

where,

The parametric form ofthe line equation can be derìved as [35]:

(xt = kcosa+x'

\y, = ncosP *y'. (2.4s)

lt, = kcosl + z'

Since n and NP vecto¡s are perpendicular to each other, we have

lx^ - kcosa - x'l
n.NP = 0 -+ lcosa cosp .o.71 ly, -kcosp -y'l = O. e.46)

L"o-krory-r'l

From (2.46), we conclude,

k = (xo - x')cosa + (yo - y')cosB * (zs- z')cosy. (2.47)

Further.

and,

(7 r>0
sgn(x) = lo x=0.(-t 

"<o
(2.s0)

As a result,

n.P'N = (xr-x')cosø*(y1 -y')cosp *(zr-z')cosy. (2.st)

So the unit vectors in the new coordinate system can be mapped into Cartesian unit

vectors as follows [35],

(23)
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And the components of electlic and magnetic fìeld intensity vectors associated with a

dipole oriented along line L, are given as [35]:

E,(P,t) = cosal¡(P,t) +þ|n,e,t), (z.ss)

ãr' = n = cosdâx * cospâ, * cosyâ",

^ NP xo-xt^ .!o-lt^ zo-zt^
4,, : 

lNPl 
= --;-4"+ --;- av + 

-az,
^ lZo - Zt -Yo -.Yr\ ^ lXo - Xt Zo - Zt\ ^aþ'= a/ xa",= | r , )a* +\ ?. - , )a,

/ xo-xt\^
+ \--)az'

E"(P,t) : cosB Ë¡@,t) +v-97!Lr,tr,t\,

E,(P, t) = cosy E¡(P, t) +1Ú E,e, ò.

Hx@,t) = (ffr"rø -YffrorÐHa@,t),

Hr(P,t) = (i-cosr - j;jcos ø) Hô(P,t),

H,(P, t) -- (ff ,o, o - þf ro' ßlH ö(P, t).

(2.s2)

(2.s3)

(2.54)

(2.56)

(2.s8)

(2.se)

(2.60)

(2.s7)

where E¡(P,t) and Eu(P,t) are the horizontal and vertical components of the electric

field, and Hô(P,t) is the angular component of the magnetic field in the local coo¡dinate

system at point P.

(24)
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Thus, the total elechomagnetic fields at point P caused by a cunent flowing in an

arbitrarily-oriented wire can be calculated by dividing the wire into segments and adding

up the contributions ofall segments.

't< The Ground Effect and Image Theory

The presence of an obstacle, especially when it is near the radiating element, can

signifrcantly change the overall radiation properties of the radiating system. The most

common obstacle that is always present is the ground. Any energy from the radiating

element directed torvard the ground undergoes a reflection. The amount of reflected

energy and its direction are controlled by the intrinsic parameters ofthe ground [3].

To analyze the performance of an antenna near a perfectly-conductive surface, virtual

sources (images) are introduced to account for reflections [3]. As the name implies, these

are not real sources but imaginary ones, which when combined with the real sources,

form an equivalent system. The orientation and direction of the image dipoles for the

horizontal and vertical dipoles are shown in Figure2.7 l3l.

Figure 2.7. The image geometry of horizontal and vertical dipoles.

(2s)
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It will be shown in Chapter 3 that the concept of image theory can be modifred in

order to include the finite conductivity ofthe ground in the calculations.

Figure 2.8 shows the configuration of a line decomposed into small segments and its

image below the surface ofa PEC ground [9].

TRANSMISSION
LINE

...._.._..J._.._..-..-.
í:::I::I::I:I::tI-t:I-:.:::::.:::.::::::::Ë..:::¿....::.::{:::i:::í:::í:::i:.:i..:i:::i::}

IMÀGE

Figure 2.8. A decomposed trânsmission line and its image,

(26)
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Chapter 3

Electric and Magnetic Field
Emission over Lossy Ground

3.1 Introduction

The transient and steady-state currents and voltages present in power transmission lines

produce strong electromagnetic fields with possibly unwanted effects. In the previous

chapter, an analytical time-domain method was suggested to predict the magnitude of

such electromagnetic fields when the line is located above hypothetical PEC ground.

In this chapter, we study the analytical methods for fìnding the electromagnetic fields

within the vicinity of a power transmission line located above lossy ground. To

implement these methods, frrst the dipole technique introduced in the previous chapter is

used to decompose the line into a large number of sma1l dipoles. Next, the electric and

magnetic frelds associated with each dipole are calculated when the dipole is placed over

finitely-conductive ground. Finally, the total field is found as the summation ofthe fields

emitted from each constituent segment.

(27)
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The presence of a finitely-conductive boundary makes the electromagnetic lteld

distribution very different lrom that ofthe same dipole in an infinite homogeneous region

or over PEC ground [16]. This fact was fìrst acknorvledged more than 100 yeats ago by

Arnold Somrnerfeld [] and [2], ivho derived the expressions for electromagnetic fields

associated rvith an infìnitesimal electric dipole located above a lossy half-space.

Somme¡feld derived general complex integrals for the comesponding Hertz potential,

from which the components of the elect¡omagnetìc helds can be determined by

differentiation. The expressions for this traditional solution consist of integrals known as

Sommerfeld-type that caÍìnot be evaluated in closed form, and due to their highly

oscillatory nature are difficult to calculate numerically [36].

Since then, this classic problem has ¡eceived a signifrcant amount ofattention by many

investigators who have t¡ied to obtain more explicit and easily implementable expressions

for the conesponding electromagnetic helds [6]. Consequently, sets of analytical

approximate formulas have been derived in restricted ranges of parameters and variables

l37l-l4ll. These methods are mainly valid within a certain set ofrestrictive conditions on

the distance between the source and the observation point. These ranges are mainly

known as the quasi-static or near-field t42l-t441, the intermediate field [45], and the far-

field or asymptotic field [46].

In this study, I have focused on the two of the main approaches applied towards this

problem. In these solutions, electromagnetic integral expressions a¡e transformed into a

form that keeps the generality of the original formulation while improving the

computational efñciency of the problem from a numerical implementation standpoint.

(28)
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Formulas derived by King and Wu [16]-[9] provide a single continuous range over

all distances from quite close distances to infinity at all useful frequencies. This set of

formulas is obtained by solving the Maxwell's equations subject to a set of boundary

conditions. The field expressions derived by King have been experimentally verifred at

f :l-10 Hz in the exploration of the Eafth's crust, at / = 25-100 Hz in the detection of

submerged submarines, and at f = 0.9-1.8 GHz to determine the field in the liuman head

due to a hand-held cellular transceiver [9].

The second method, studied and implemented in this thesis, is based on the work done

by Peter Bannister tl ll-tl4l. As discussed in the previous chapter, basic ante ra theory

entails that the fields produced by a wire of any length, when placed over PEC ground,

can be represented by the combined fields ofthe wire and its image [3]. A method known

as complex image theory [12] suggests that if the reflection medium is not perfectly-

conductive, the image of the source will be a line source in the complex space.

Physically, the essence of complex image theory is to replace the finitely-conductive

earth by a perfectly-conductive one located at the complex depth d/2,where d -- 2/y2

and y, = ljrpo(o, i jr,ier)]r/z is the propagation constant in the earth Il]-[1a]. o,

and e2 are respectively the conductivity and relative permittivity of the ground.

During the past several years, complex image theory has proved to be quite useful in

determining the fields of anten¡as located near the earth's surface for both single-layered

and multi-layered ground [3]. The only restriction on the use of this technique is that it

requires lnl2 à 10, where n = lz/Tt, andyl andy2 are the propagation constants in the

air and in the ear1h, respectively [4]. This condition is similar to the one required in

King's formulation.

(2e)
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Unlike the analytical time-domain method revierved in Chapter 2 for the case of

perfectly-conductive ground, the hvo approaches reviewed in this chapter are frequency-

domain techniques. Thus, for time-domain applications such as calculation of transient

fields radiated from porver transmission lines, rve need to apply Fourie¡ and inverse

Fourier transforms to the clurent and field waveforms. In this chapter, a phasor notation

is used to represent the electric and magnetic field intensity vectors.

3.2 King's Formulation

In the pioneering work of Sommerfeld [] and [2], the electromagnetic fìelds associated

with a horizontal electric dipole are expressed in terms of derivatives of general integrals

of the Hertz potential. This fo¡mulation was also used by other investigators including,

Wait [37]-[a0], and [47] and Baños [41].

More recently, integrals for the components ofthe electromagnetic fields were derived

directly from Maxwell's equation by King and Wu [6]-[9]. This last derivation is

summarized here. Unlike earlier approximate formulas, the expressions derived by King

provide a single continuous range over a1l distances from quite close to infinity at all

useful frequencies. The near, intermediate, and asymptotic parts of the range join

smoothly and continuously [ 6].

King and Wu deal directly and systematically with the held itself and not the Hertz

vector [6]. Their set of formulas satisfies Maxwell's equations and the required

boundary conditions consistently. The major limiting conditions on application of this

method are lkSl >> k? and lk2pl > O(1), where p is the radial distance from the souÌce

[9]. In the sequence of approximation steps, the direct and the ideal-image fields are

(30)
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separated. Some of tlie integrals are computed exactly by analytical means and large-

argument approximation for the Bessel functions are only applied to some of the integrals

t l6l.

3.2.1 Maxrvell's Equations and Their Transformed Form

Consider the.r-directed horizontal electric dipole shown in Figure 3.1, located at z : d

on the z-axis. The wave numbers of trvo regions are k, = a(poã)1/2 , where Ê¿ = 6¿ +

jo¡/t't and i = 7,2 U6} It is assumed that both regions are nonmagnetic so that p1 =

uz = þ0. Maxwell's equations in the two regions are derived assuming exp(-júrt) time-

dependence:

À
P(x,t,z) |

.........---.fa'
aí

Region 2 (Earth)

Figure 3,1. Geometry of ar.r-directed horizontal dipole, located on the z-axis above finitel!'-
conductive ground.

(31)
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and,

where,

YxE¿ = jaB¡,

Vx B¿ = ¡t'Çjtooë¡E¡*î.J),

J, = 6(x)6(y)6(z-d).

Et,(x,y,0) = E2r@,y,0),

Ery@,y,o) -- 82"@,y,0),

ktÐr,(x,y,0) = k2 82"(x,y,0),

B{x,y,0) -- B2@,y,0).

(3.1)

(3.2\

(3.3)

is the normalized volume density ofcurrent in the dipole. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are to

be solved for E¡ and B¡, subject to the folloiving boundary conditions I l6],

(3.4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

The translational invariance of the boundary in the :r- and y-directions suggests the use

of the transform,

E(x,y,z) = #l:_f_eicx+4ÐE(q,q,z)drtdq, (3.s)

and a similar one for B(x,y, z) |61.

The transfomed form of/, (x,y, z) is

I*G,n,z) = 6(z-d) (3.9)

Following a massive amount of mathematical manipulations reviewed in Appendix A,

the integrals present in the transformed form of Maxwell's equations can be evaluated

(32)
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approximately subject to the condition lkz/ktlz >> 1 [16]-[9]. The components of the

electromagnetic fields at any point (p, ó, z) in the air are then obtained as below,

ou^ ( .. 12 2i
E rp(p, ó, r) : ffiro" 0 

7r'r,', lE 
* ú

_ ¡z_a12 (ikt : :i \l*(n/\T-f-k,F/l

-,iunl,++*1.(T)'e + *À
-rJrr-!\f,]'-il 

(3'10)

k2 \ r, / \r.t rr' )

zk12 (jh r j
' k3 lr, rj k1i3

- Efn (h)"' 
" 
-'"' (o)Ì] 

]'

E,oØ,ó,")= -ffi,i"6(,,",'(! + #)
_,,r,,,(I_þ 

*+)

-''r"'f-f(+)(+-,+) o"'

_zk?lz _ zi _¡z+d|z(ikr_z _ 3i \' t 3 lr| krrr3 \ 12 ) \r2 r| krr] )

. # (7)' (#)''' 
" 
-'" o (' )] Ì)'

(33)
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8,"(p,ô,") : ffi*"f{-"'',', (t)#)e # #)
t.i*1t.,(P\(z+d\(ik1 3 si \*'"''''\rr)\ 

', /\t-4- kÊ)

-2!u-' ,,u,',le)e-+)

-E(#)"' '-''o*t]},

B,p(p,ó,") : frrirOfri,^(+)(+ +)

_ 
"iu,,,( 

!d)(+ 
+)

-2-!J.iu,,rlz - zi -¡z + d|¿ (lkt -3 - 
gl \'kr" lrj't<rrj \12l\r, rj k,r])

-'# ç)' (h)''', -'"' (') 
] Ì,

B,oØ,ó,2) = fr,o,øf"'r^(+)(+ +)

-,ir'.(-!!)(+ ,+)

-Zkt-¡x,,,ljl- t - ¡' k, " lr, r! kfÎ

-Ern(#)"' ,-",Ølj,

(3.12)

(3.14)

(34)
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BuØ,ó,2) = -ffisinô(,'""(i)e +)

_,,,,,,(+)(+ 
,+)

1 2s ik" z (+){E(+) (+ * *+)
kî\I . 3j 3-BW- kE- kß

.(+)'(+ + #)l])

tS-lZ*Dtzt=t{. * J' (3.16)

with

k?r" k? nc- D- z"' .>1,2 ' 
t\ - 1b2'L'\2 Ll\ 2

(3.17)
k?" RÎd

" - 2k,'

And,

FØ =:0*i>- ["'ffio', (3'18)

where the integral in the right hand side ofEquation (3.18) is the Flesnel integral 1481.

11 and 12 are respectively the distances from the element of cunent and the perfect-

image element to the point ofobservation; that is:

r, = l(x - x')2 + (y - y')' + (z - 2')211/2, (3.1e)

(3s)
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r, = l(x - x')2 + (y - y')' + (z + z')2f1/2 (3.20)

The accuracy of representation increases as the value of lkz/ktl grorvs larger. The

derived equations give the complete electric and magnetic helds subject to the inequality

lkz/ k'l >> 7 or lk2l > 3h ltTl-1191.

3.3 Complex Image Theory

As mentioned earlier, the expressions of the traditional solution to the classic problem of

field computation for an infinitesimal dipole radiating above a finitely-conductive plane,

consist of integrals ofthe Sommerfeld-type [2]. These expressions cannot be evaluated in

closed form, and due to their highly oscillatory nature are diffrcult to evaluate

numerically [36]. A method known as complex image theory [2]-[15] is used to derive

explicit electromagnetic field expressions for dipoles of arbitrary orientation above lossy

surfaces. It has been shown that the formulation for a horizontal dipole contains an image

in the complex plane resulting in a diverging exponential term which is contribution of

the image [15]. Comparison of numerical results from complex image theory and the

original Sommerefld-type expressions shows good agreement as rvell as a speedup in

computation time of many orders of magnitude [45].

The total field in the half-space of the original source can be calculated as the sum of

the fields from the original and image sources in the homogeneous space. Image theory is

best k¡own for the case of a perfectly electrically conducting plane, in which the image

of a dipole is another dipole [3]. However, if the reflection medium is not a perfectly-

conductive surface, the image of a point source will be a line source in the complex

plane. The form ofthe line source is given by the complex image theory [2].

(36)
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The physical basis of complex image theory is to replace the finitely-conductive earth

by a perfectly-conductive plane located at the complex depth d/2, where d = 2/y, and

yz = ljapoktz * jaer)\t/z is the propagation constant in the earth. Analytically, this

corresponds to replacing lhe Fresnel reflection coeffcient, (ur-7)/(u2+tr),

encountered in Sommerfeld integrals, by exp(-Àd), rvhere 2 is the variable of

integration I l].

For low frequencies and measurement distances much less than a free-space

wavelength, it is permissible to neglect the displacement curents both in the air and in

the ground. The displacement current in the ground becomes nrore important at higher

frequencies I l2] and [45].

The major disadvantage ofthe complex image theory is that it has mainly been applied

in the quasi-static range [5], [43], and [49]. More recently, it has been shown that the

use ofcomplex image theory can be extended to any range to obtain new formulas for the

electric and magnetic ftelds produced by the four elementary dipole anteturas, Horizontal

Electric Dipole (HED), Horizontal Magnetic Dipole (HMD), Vertical Electric Dipole

(VED), and Vertical Magnetic Dipole (VMD), for the air-air, air-surface, surface-air, and

surface-surface propagation cases I l]-[4], and [45]. The only ¡estriction on the use of

this technique is that it requires lnzl > 10, where n = y2/h Ll3l.

The main reason for using the concept ofan image is that it provides a simple picture

that enables one to write the total field above a conductor immediately without resorting

to the necessity of solving the appropriate differential equations. In addition, in contrast

to the integral terms resulting from full analytical solution, the expressions obtained using

the image method are relatively simple.

(3i)
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3.3.1 Finding the Finitely-conductive Earth Image Depth

Several methods ale available for deriving the depth ofa perfectly-conductive plane that

can be used to replace the finitely-conductive ground. The most general method is

equating the wave impedance, Z, af fhe surface (z = 0) for the two cases shorvn in

Figure 3,2 [2] and [3].

For case A, in transverse electric (TE) propagation,

whereyl : -a2þo€o,yl = jo¡t6@2r j.;,e),and4, = (#h)"' [12]and[13].

For case B, we can write

n"
¿¿A - --: _l

^lt - vÍ /ví

ZB æ nltanh(yozr),

where4. = ^lf;Ã 
x 7Z0n [12] and[13].

Case A

Aír

(3.21)

(3.22)

Case B

Âir

Fin¡lely Conducting Eârlh

Perfectl'' Conducling Earth

Figure 3.2, Replacing the finitely-conductive ground rvith PEC gÌound, locâted ât the complex depth
Zt,

(38)
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For small values of y14, tanh(ylzr) x y121, and

Zs-4tyút=j@po4,

Since the image depth is equal to 2zr, lor TE propagation, the image depih d7¿ for a

wire on ihe surface ofa finitely-conductive earth can be expressed as [ 12] and I l3],

Equating the two impedances results in

_4
v,,[t - vl-77 ,tE-

¿-, = z = 2/Y,

'tE-
subject to the condition thatl.lF - tl > z.

Similarly, for transverse magnetic (TM) propagation, since

Ze=4t

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.27)

then,

zdruo-
Tz

2_
= |^lt-t/",,

subject to the condition that l,,F=l > 2 [12] and [13]

If ln2l > 10, Equations (3.25) and (3.27) reduce to

dxdrtædrux2/Tz. (3.28)

Another way to determine the image depth is to compare the results obtained f¡om the

image theory with the known analytical results. Fo¡ z: h : 0, the HED Hertz veclor is

exactly equal to

(3e)
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UL
11, : -; ;;,--- --; [(l -t yrp)s-vro - (1 * yrp)e-r201,

+Íp" va€o)\y; - yi )

rvhile the image-theory result is [2] and [ 13],

n.. = --J!:-¡e-vt, -e-vt,i1.4tQøe)1. p pi l'

where p¡ = (p' + d?r)t/'.

When Re(71p) >> 1, Equation (3.29) r'educes to

IL / 2 \il, *  n(jrro)\r¡ _ 

"-' 

--t---= )(7 
* v'p)s-vtq,

while Equation (3.30) becomes,

tt- *----=ll / d2-'\
^ qnli'€òP'(' J(t*Y'P)¿-tto'

Equating (3.31) and (3.32) results in

Z
d7s = --=-,

,lY, - Yí

which is identical to Equation (3.25) ll2l and [ 3].

Solution proposed by Wait and Spies [47] suggests that another \¡/ay to determine the

image depth is to expand the function f (rr) : t"'" (ffi) in a Taylor series about

ut = 0, resulting in

112- t æ n_u,d[t+1ß4).* l.
u1 lu2 [ 3\2/ ]'

where d is given by Equation (3.28) [12] and [13].

(3.30)

(3.32)

(40)
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hrtroduction of the Taylor series in the exact equation yields an image at a distance

h I d from the ground plane ll2l, [3], and [47]. Higher order terms represent multi-

poles at the same distance [50] and [51]. Usually the effect of such terms may be

neglected due to their small values. It should also be pointed out that a high accuracy is

unrvanantable for many applications due to the uncertain value of the earth's

conductivity I l3] and [50].

Detailed schematic of the horizontal dipole, the ideal and complex image, the complex

depth, and the observation point are presented in Figure 3.3 [ I]-[4].

Figure 3.3, Geometry of the complex image theory for an inlinitesimal dipole.

I

ItliL"ltI,'
COIITLEX II\IAGE

(41)
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3.3.2 Solving Sommerfeld's Integrals Using Complex Image Theory

Complex image theory rvas employed because the integrals encountered in the exact

solution could not be generally expressed conveniently in closed form [5].

For the semi-infinite conducting medium situation where both the source and

receiving antema are located above the earth's surface, the Somrnerfeld integrals to be

evaluated are of the type

(3.3s)r = I,* (H)e-^e+h)Jo(^p)d^,

where,

y, = ¡tt(poes)1/2,

y2 = Ua4o(o2I jøer)ft/2,

u, = (72 +yî)t/t,

and J¡(Lp) is the Bessel function ofthe first kind, order zero, and argument.trp [5].

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

Complex image theory is based upon approximating the Fresnel reflection coefficient,

(uz - 7)/(uz + Ð, by a suitable exponential tunction [11]-[15], and [47]. For an HED

source, when h and z are à 0, the Sommerfeld integral expressions for the HED Hertz

vector [1 1] are,

l¿-ltRo ¿-ltRt fcÐ e-u12+h) l

[ ", 
- & *'1, uu*]o(ÀP)ÀdÀ)'

IL
(3.39)n-

4trQae6)

(42)
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and,

rvhere,

Ro = lpt *(z-h)2lt/2,

& = lpz+(z+h)211/2,

u, = (72 +yl)t/'.

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

The real part of 21, u2, and y2 are all positive and a time harmonic dependence of

exp (7alt) is assumed.

From Equations (3.39) and (3.40) and utilizing the identity (u2-ur)(u2*ur) =

y3 - y? ltll and [14], we have

tIL cos ót, fi l¿-YtRo ¿-!LRr
Er II < r ',r_r_"" '- \ n¡orco)apl no Rl

f.,) 2v2e-u{z+h) I 
(3'44)

+ 
J" ffits(lpvaÀ)

Following the procedure thoroughly reviewed in Appendix B, the approximate

expressions for the components of Hertz potential vector are derived as [11],

IL / ¿-YrRo ¿ -lzrRz \il'*  r(jrro) \ ". 
- & ,/' 

(3'4s)

ILcosó
n" - -ffi lsintþre-Yraz - sinry'' e-lrRr

(3.46)

* yrde-1,'R' (sinr rþ, + Acos2 i¡r)],

(43)
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ILcosó I ¿_ytRov.n - - ---------:- [(i 
+ rr Ro) cos iy'o 

Ro

¿-ltRt
- (1 + ],rRr) costþ1-;¡- (3.47)

^j

2 coslb. e-yiR1 l
+ -----# (L + yÅÁ)1,n'Ki i

After deriving the expressions for the HED Hertz vector, the electric and magnetic

fields in the air can be obtained from

E : -ylil +v(v.[), (3.48)

and,

¡¡ = jareo(Vx II),

as [11],

lLcosó | - P-ltRo
u, = ffi[{(:cos,úo - 1) (1 + /rR0) - ylRfi sinzú.}iF-

- [(3 cos2 iy', - 1)(1 + yrRr) - WlRl sin' rt,r]ff

I ¿-rLRt (
+ ----;;¡- 

lt(: 
cos2 ú1 - i) (1 + /1R1)l

-'#lt-fr e-r'rn'-n';]

+ nzyl Rl[sin/1 + (?) F(')/]]],

(3.49)

(3.s0)

(44)
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llsinó [ - _ ¿-ttRo
no = qr,ra) [(1+/rRo 

+víR6)- 4-

- (1+hR1 +yilÐ!# (3.s1)

.'##{u + vtRÅ) -'#lt- & 
"-"r-'-"'r]}],

ILcosó ( s-hRo
E" = Ao(jú,eòt(3+3hRo +yíRÐ siniy'6cosry'6 

O

- (a + : yrn, + r¡yl R.) sin t¡t, cosQrff

Z - ^ ¿-ttRt+ 
" 

(3 + 3/r Rr + yi Ri) sinþ, cos iy'r n

-,r l## -'ï;r; í :. u',1 + z, a)]

- ult -(-I) F(w)] cos ry'1 ar -Ð+\,

,ll, sin ó [ ¿-rtRz s-YtRo,, = - *--l(7 *vR)sintÞz - - (1 + yrRo) sinry'o 
O

s-YtRz (7 4- y.,dA)e-vtntl
- R;@r+d+z+h)- n¡nr*r* 1'

(3.s3)

(4s)
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ILcosól ¿-YtRo
Ho : - - +r- [(1 

+ zrRo) sin úo n

- (r + rjl nnt)sin4trff

-v?d ¡7 - n"' ¿-hRz* ,, \-z-J F(w)s-Y'n'

(7 * Y' d)e-vtnt I
' R,(R, +z+h) ]'

ILsinbl ¿-hRo ¿-YrRzl,,= * L(1 
+7tR6)cosry'o n -(7+yß)costltz r7t,

where.

Rz = lp2+(d+z+h)z)1/2,

fsinry'o = Q-h)/Ro
lcos rþs = p/Rt

Jsinry'l = Q+h)/R,
lcosrþ1 = p/Rt

!sinrþ, = (d+z+h)/R2
lcostþ2 : p/R,

A -- 7/n,

- sin{t -/'ll sin ry', * /'

v^R.
w = -'"2'gintþ1 *A)¿,

(J.s4)

(3.s8)

(3.se)

(3.s6)

(3.s7)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(46)
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(3.63)

(3,64)

The results can easily be extended to the case of a multilayered earth, simply by letting

d = (2/y)Q, where Q is the plane-wave correction factor employed to account for the

presence of stratification in tlie earth tlll, t131, and [5]. The obtained expressions are

valid from the quasi-static to far-field ranges as long as In2l> 10. The quasi-static and

quasi-near ranges are those for which lyrpl << 7 and l¡pl << 7 << lyrpl1491.

It slrould be noted that when the ratio of o1 to ae1 is of the order of (or less than)

unity, the image theory results start to deviate from the exact Sommerfeld integration

results [12] and [45]. In that case, the image solution is an asymptotic solution in the

sense that it requires a source-receiver separation large enough that the ignored fields are

negligible. One way to improve the accuracy is to add the first correction terrn,

conespondent to the multi-pole image located at the same depth as the single image [50]

and [51]. However, in applications regarding power system transients, the restricting

condition for validity of complex image theory is always satisfied.

The obtained formulas can be used to determine the effects of the ground loss on the

ground wave fteld intensity in the neighbourhood ofa dipole. These formulas may also be

used to show the influence ofthe dipole location on the attenuation of different ranges of

frequencies. Equations derived in this section, are valid for infinitesimal dipoles;

however, they are also true for finite dipoles if the length of the dipole is much less than a

free-space wavelength and the measurement distance [11].

F (w) : 1 - j (ftw)1/2 e-\' errc Çwl/z),

t1 - l"¡.
A = L- ( ,-)lr - r(w)1.

(47)
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It should be noted that the two media can be inveded and the air may be ieplaced by

the earth's crust (of conductivity o, and dielectric constant 62) [3]. The same equations

can be utilized as long as ln|l = lyl/y3l > 10 simply by replacing jl.,eoby o2* jarc2.

Although displacement curents were ignored in most of these analyses, they can be

included simply by replacing ol with o1 4 jae1(as long as Inl2 >> 1) [3].

Fields Generated by a Vertical Dipole over Finitely-
Conducive Earth

As mentioned in Chapter 2, to take the effect of the conductor sag into account, we can

decompose each segment of the t¡ansmission line into horizontal and vertical vectors.

Therefore, to obtain the total EM radiation from a sagged conductor, we need to

determine the fields associated with a vertical electric dipole.

Many approximate expressions are available for the electromagnetic frelds generated

by vertical dipoles over the finitely-conductive ground tl ll, tl61, t39l-t411, 1431, 1461,

and [49]. In this section, we conside¡ the solution proposed by Bannsiter based on

complex image theory ! ll, [12], and [45]. The obtained expressions have been compared

with the exact integrations of Somme¡feld integral by Zeddam 1521. The results show that

the equations derived by applying complex image theory can be used to calculate the EM

fields with an accuracy of higher than 95%.

Let us consider the geometry shorvn in Figure 3.4. The dipole is at height /¿ from the

ground level and the current in the dipole is directed in the direction ofz-axis. Following

the same procedure described in section 3.3.2, the electromagnetic fìeld components at

point P are given by I l],

(48)
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F¡gurc 3.4. Geometry of a vertical dipole, l0cated on the ¿-âxis âbove finitely-conductiye ground.

ILcosó ( ¿-YtRo
Ep = +riaeo)t(3+3/1R0 +yiR()sinrþocosúo 

RB

+ (3 + 3y1Rl + \tvi nl)sin ,¡, cos ,¡, f

- 1r, * ru,*. 
o-YtRt

n2 \' ' r ,"t + Y? Rl) sin ry', cos iy', l¡

. t[ffffi-iY##o+v,Ð]

- uft- (!A)rr,t]*",p,rri*Ð{n 
},

Eø:0, (3.66)

(4e)
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ILcosò Is, = -ffi[{(t -3sin,i/o)(t+/rRo)

+y?RBcos2frr#

+{(1 -3sin, ly'r)(1 +yrnr) +r¡rlR?.o.r+r}f

+ (1 - Il)F(w) co*,þ, 0i RÐ9#]l

HP=o'

IL I ¿-ltRo ¿-YtRt
Hô = 47tl1*y1R6)cosrþo-u-* (1 +,1¡zrRr)costþt R-

+ (1 - {r)F(w) cosþ1Q1n1)L2
R1,

H" = 0' (3.70)

3.5 DC Component of the Electric and Magnetic Fields

Neither of tlie two frequency-domain methods reviewed in this chapter provides an

accurate value for the DC component ofthe electric and magnetic fields. Since the power

transient waveforms carry a zero-frequency component, we have to come up with an

analyÍ.ical approach to deal with this problem.

In this thesis, to overcome this problem, use is made of the approximate formulas

suggested by Olsen [20] and [21]. Olsen has employed the image theory in the quasi-

static ranges to find the expressions for the extremely-lorv frequency (ELF) electric and

magnetic fields, including the zero-frequency fìeld cornponent. The obtained formulas are

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3,69)
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valid rvhen the distance from the observation point is much less than the waveler.rgth. The

components of the DC electric and magnetic fields at any poinf (x,y,z) due to a line

extended along the "r-axis, are obtained using Equations (3.71)-(3.74). The line is located

at(y,z) = (0,/r), with the schematic shown in Figure 3.5 [20] and l2ll.

lv_vl
ln(zh/a)1"çz + h12 + yz (z - h)2 + y2l' (3.71)

(3.72)

(3.73)

(3.74)

V t zrh z-h r

Lz - hQh/a)l7z + h12 + y2 (z - h)2 + y2l

Bz:2rlG_#TA],

where V and 1 are the voltage and current on the wire, and a is the radius ofthe rvire

¡ z-h tD -,1t l_l"' lQ - nlz ¡ nz1'

Figure 3.5. Cross-sectional yierv of an oyerhead transmission line

(s l)
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Chapter 4

Reduced-Scale Modeling

4.1 Introduction

Scale modeling of power system equipment has been a popular tool to analyze the

behaviour of the system in the steady-state or transient modes. Downscaled models have

been employed in studies conceming transmission lines [53] and [54], elect¡ic fields in

substations and distribution networks [29], corona effects [55]-[59], and lightning

transients [28], and t60l-t621. Recently, numerical techniques and software packages

have replaced the role ofscale modeling. Nevertheless, the limitations on applicability of

such nume¡ical codes and numerous parameters affecting the system's response make it

impossible to fully trust the results derived usìng any software package. Thus, scale

modeling still rnaintains a certain validity to veri$ the theoretical and numerical studies

l2e).

Some ofthe advantages of the reduced-sca1e rnodeling are [58] and [59]:

It is cheaper and easier to do measurements on the reduced-scale systems.

It collects a large amount of test data in a short period of time.

(s2)
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Analytical formulas can be exaniined easily.

Geometric and operating conditions can easily be tested.

The effect of different quantities on the behaviour of the system can be

independently studied.

Scale rnodeling enforces us to work with higher frequencies in which

calibrated equipment are cheaper and more common than equipment

calibrated for low frequencies.

The objective of this chapter is to show how the measurements from a scaled model

can offer a preview on the behaviour ofthe full-scale system.

4.2 Similarity Theory

The basic concept of reduced-scale modeling is that an energized current-carrying

conductor produces an electromagnetic field, the magnitude and extent of which depend

on the geometry of the energized conductors and surounding ground potential objects

[58] and [59]. The reduced-scale model should represent the full-scale system

realistically for the electromagnetic field measurement purposes.

In any recued-scale model, one or more physical quantities have to be reduced in order

to carry out the experiment. For the experimental results to be of use in determining the

condition in a real situation, some scaling factors for all the parameters need to be applied

in order that the results derived from the model are physically similar to those in the full-

scale system. Further, an appropriate transformation algorithm shall be used to convert

the model results into the original case [27].

(s3)
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Sitnilarily theoty [27] suggests that a geometric similarity between two bodies exists if

all of their homologous lengths are in the same relation to each other. In another rvord,

for two systems to be geornetrically similar, the following relation must be fulfìlled:

(4.r)

The length in the original system is 16, and ly is the corresponding length in the

model. fi is the geometrical similarity constant [27]. The common expressíon scalefactor

is used in this thesis for the similarity constant.

According to the similarity theory, the response of the system to au excitation input

may be found by scaling the response of a geometrically similar system to an

appropriately scaled input, without any need to solve the goven.ring differential equations

Íz7l-l2el, [60], and [61].

Electromagnetic Differential Equations for the
Downscaled Model

As mentioned earlier, the similarity theory allows the derivation of scale laws from the

differential equations describing a physical process, without having to solve them. Due to

the linearity of Maxwell's equations, scale laws for different parameters encountered in

these differential equations can be obtained using the similarity theory.

Considering Maxwell's equations,

I^

LM

4.3

aEVxH : oE+€ 
At,

(s4)

(4.2)
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rn a given medium with conductivity (o), permittivity (e), and permeability (¡z), the

scale factors for length (p), time (7), electric field (ø), and magnetic freld (B) can be

defined as [29],

and,

and

ôHvxE = -tt æ,

n = I!! = !'"txy

+

| - -l
L

FLm

L

aE*
Vm x H,n = orrB^ ¡ ,^ 

6t_,

v,"xnm = -r*u#

(4.3)

(4.4)
Z¡n

z

(4.s)

(4.6)

(4.7)

wlrere .x, y, and z refer to the coo¡dinate system, t represents the time, and subscript m

refers to the scale model variables. In the scaled model, the fields are described by

(4.8)

(4.e)

with õm, e^, and p^ representing the characteristics of the scaled model medium [29].

(ss)
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In the above equations, the symbol V^ stands for differentiation with respect to the

model coordinates. It can be shown that the scale factor for the curl operator is 1/p l29l;

thus.

1
VmxHm : -VxHm

VmxEn. = 1v"f'
p

Differentiating E^ and H. with respect to time leads to,

ô8. aôE
ôt^ y ôt'

= Lr,n,
p

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12\

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.1s)

and

and,

aHm:
ôt^

Substituting (4.10)-(4.13) into (4.8) and (4.9) results in,

ßaôE:VxH : o-,aB*-e-, .p "' Y "'ôt'

ßaH
v ¿t'

and,

a ßôH
-VxE = -¡1-.'--p ""v dt

(56)
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In order to represent the real system by the scaled model correctly, (4. 14), (4.15) and

(4.2), (4.3) must be equivalent. Therefore [29],

€¡n= € +

ltn = 11 +

vp
pü

dy
llnl = pß11'

p
on = -o.

ct=p,

v =p'

ou, = o/P

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

From the above definitions, the scale factor of any electromagnetic quantity can be

determined. If air is the medium in both systems, the following conditions must exist

lzel:

(4.1e)

(4.20)

vp_
pü.

oy=
pß

7,

1.

Then,

(4.2t)

(4.22)

(4.23)

That is, the scale factor for conductivity must be the inverse of that for length. Clearly,

this condition is not satisfied if the same mediurn is used for both real-size and scaled

(s7)
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Chapter 4. Reduced-Scale Modeling

systems. HoweveÍ, considering that air is a good insulator, the eror resulting in not

taking into account its conductivity can be neglected [29].

4,4 Scale Factors for Differenf Electromagnetic Parameters

To obtain a complete list of the scale factors for all the parameters that we come across in

different EM problems, we consider following integral equations:

t : 
f,ø'at,

and,

v = ln.at.

In the scaled model, curent and voltage are described by,

h = f¡t-.aL^ = f,roÐ.(pdt) = ra.att',ø.at =

and,

,^ = IE^.dt^ = froø.rror> -- 
(a.p) l".at =

According to the t¡ansmission line theory,

aa
6;v(x,t) -- -RI(x,t) - L6¡t(x,t),

(a.p)t,

(a.p)v

and,

(s8)
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aô
*t(x' t) = -GV (x' t) - C ¿V(x' t)'

where R, L, G, and C are the per unit length (p.u.l.) parameters ofthe line [63].

Equations (4.28) and (4.29) in the scaled model tum into:

aa
;-Vr,r(xnr, trr) = -Rn lrr(xrr,trr) - Lrrr;- In (xrr, tr,.),oxnt o tnt

and,

aa
-I 

(. r \- - Gnlvnt(xr,, tn,) - Crn;1-Vrr(xr, trr),
ÔXm'ltt\ ttt' 'm) uLm

Substituting (4.26) and(4.27)into (4.30) and (4.31), yields

ta-nx ô /d.n\ ô

\ p )Avfr',> = -(a.p)R*t(x,,) - (;J 1,, *t(x't)'

and,

ta.n¡ ô /d.D\ A øßl
\i ) *, a' t) = -(a'p)G,,,v (x, t) - \t' ) c^ *v fr' t7.

In order to have a valid downscaled model, (4.32), (4.33) and (4.28), (4.29) must be

equivalent. Therefore,

(4.29)

(4.32)

L

R," = -R,''" p
(4.34)

(4.3s)

(5e)
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c Ampere's Law:

I r.at =
Jc

. Faraday's Law:

7
Gr, = -G,

Cr, = C.

f,u.ot = -ft[^u.oo

[ot"'oo = 
''

(4.36)

(4.3'7\

where R^, L^, Gr* and Cr,., are the per unit length (p.u.l.) parameters of the scaled line.

To obtain the effect of scaling on the EM response of any electrical system, the

relationship between the parameters should be known. A brieflist of familiar equations in

the transient electromagnetic problems is given below [27]:

t +! I n.dd..
dt J¡

o Current:

o Electric (Displacement) Flux:

Io.¿o = ,t,.
Jt

. Magnetic (lnduction) Flux:

Iou'oo = r'

(60)
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c Cunent Density:

ls: oE'

c Electric Flux Density:

D=eE.

. Magnetic Flux Density:

B : ttH.

o Ohm's Law:

V=RL

. Voltage(Capacitive):

TIv = iJrdt.

¡ Voltage (Inductive):

dI
V = L--.

dt

o Charge:

Q=cv

o Magnetic Flux:

(4.46)

(4.48)

(4.s0)V

"m

o IntrìnsicParameters:

(61)

'@.
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L

õA

eA
L--r

L

ID -_"' uA

(4.s 1)

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

Using Equations (4.21)-(4.23), (4.26), (4.27), and (4.34)-(4.53), and the choice of

scale factors (p) for the geometrical dir¡ensions and (d) fo¡ the field intensity

magnitude, the scale factors for quantities of interest are derived and reported in Table

4.1 12'71-1291, [60], and [61].

The choice of geometrical scale factor, p, depends on the available area for the

installation and also on the generation and measurement systems features. A very low

scale factor allows for the simulation of longer lines and stroke chan¡els in small

laboratories. This procedure, however, implies the need of measuring systems with higher

frequency bandwidths. On the other hand, the scale factor for the electric and magnetic

fteld intensity, ø, is defined considering the operational range of available field

measurement equipment [29].

(62)
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Table 4.1. Scale factors for electric and magnetic parametcrs,

Parameter Scale Factor

Length (l) p

Tirne (t) p

Electric Field (E) d

Magnetic Field (H) q

Resistance (R) 7

Capacitance (C) p

Inductance (I) p

Impedance (Z) I
Propagation Velocity (z) i

Frequency (f) 7/p

Conductivity (o) rlp

Voltage (lz) q.p

Cunent (1) d.p

Current Derivative (dl / dt) d

Magnetic Field Derivative (dH / dt) q

Current Density (/") d/p

Electric Charge (Q) d,p"

Electric Flux (iy') q.p'

Magnetic Flux (ó) d.p'

Magnetic Resistance (R-) 1/p

Frorn the results of Table 4. 1, rve note that if p and ø are known, the scale factors for

all quantities ofinterest can be determined easily [29].

(63)
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It can be observed that increasing the frequency demands the size of the system to be

reduced by the same factor. It could however be hard to scale the conductivity of the

material with the same factor since we have to find another material for tlìe conductors

and ground potential objects. Thus the attenuation of the current along the line can be

ha¡d to simulate ìn a ¡ealistic way 1291.

(64)



Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, antenna theory was employed to analyze the electromagnetic helds

associated with a transmission line when the line is located above PEC ground. In the

proposed technique, the line was decomposed into a large number of small dipoles and

exact analytical formulas associated with a horizontal Hertzian dipole were presented.

The effect ofthe PEC ground was taken into consideration using the image theory.

To take the finite conductivity of the ground into account, two analytical approaches

were ¡eviewed in Chapter 3. The fì¡st approach, presented by King [16]-[9], solves the

transformed form of Maxwell's equations under cefiain simplifuing assumptions while

the second method, proposed by Bannister [11]-[14], applies the complex image theory to

the case of a horizontal electric dipole. In the latter approach, the rvell known

Sommerfeld integrals [2] are solved using simplifoing conditions, valid for a rvide range

of the frequency spectrum.

(6s)
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Iu this chapter, the simulation results of the tlìree methods ¡eviewed in Chapters 2 and

3 are presented and analyzed. A commercial sirnulation software package is used to

verif, the validify of the reviewed set of formulas. Afterrvards, the relation between the

electromagnetic field waveforms and the source-to-observation point distance is studied.

As stated earlier, the main drawback of the so-called dipole technique is the high tine-

consumption t31l-t331. This is due to the fact that each constituent dipole should be small

enough so that the current passing through it can be considered constant at any time.

Further, for closeby observation points, we need a very short dipole so that the variation

in the distance between different points along the dipole and the observation point is

negligible. To analyze the effect of length of the dipoles on the fìnal results, different

dipole lengths are chosen. Variation of the results and the calculation time are then

studied for different cases.

An algorithm for finding the radiation from a sagged conductor is proposed arrd the

effect of sag on the electromagnetic radiation from the line is studied. Finally, the code

implemented for fìnding the electromagnetic frelds is merged with an FDTD code [23]

and [24], which provides the cuffent distribution along a transmission line excited by a

known cunent or voltage waveforms. Using this combination, the electric and magnetic

fields associated with an overhead power transmission line can be found with a very good

precision as long as the excitation waveform is known.

(66)
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<) Verifìcation of the Results Using the Numerical
Electromagnetic Code (l{EC)

The idea of numerically calculating the electromagnetic fields associated with transients

is not new. Horvever, it has not been recognized as a popular practical method, paftly

because the verification of the accuracy of the ¡esults has been difficLrlt [64]. In this

chapter, a comme¡cial numerical code is used as a comparison tool to veriSr the validity

ofthe methods reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3.

Nunterical Electromagnetic Code (NEC) [22] is a commercial computer program fol

analyzing the electromagnetic response of wire structures such as antennas and

t¡ansmission lines. NEC is a fi equency-domain computer code; therefore, to obtain the

time-domain response of any system using NEC, Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms

should be employed t64l-1661. Time-domain excitation waveform needs to be

transfo¡med into the frequency-domain by FFT. The transformed input waveform

multiplied by the NEC results is finally transformed back into the time-domain using

inverse FFT. The flow of the solution is sliown in Figure 5.1 [64] and 167].

F¡gure 5.1, Tuning NEC for time-domain applications.

SOURCE WAVF]FORJIÍ ¡N
.T¡IE'T¡ÑIE-DOiIIA¡N

CTJRRENI \VAVEFORlI
IN TI]E TII\IE.DOì\1ÂIN

(67)
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Careful conside¡ations should be taken in determining the time step, At, and the

duration of analysis, 7, (or the highest and the lowest frequency in the analysis) in the

Fourier transform ofthe input waveform. Therefore, frequencies ofthe frequency-domain

excitation waveforn are coincided with the frequencies analyzed by NEC [6a].

In this chapter, numerical electromagnetic code is used as a verihcation tool for the

applied methodology torvards finding the radiation of an overhead transmission line. In

the first step, the value of the electric field intensity is calculated for three distinct

frequencies using King's formulation and complex image theory. The obtained results are

compared with those derived f¡om NEC. It can be seen that a very good agreement is

obserued among the three calculation methods [68] and [69]. However, as frequency

increases, the results derived from NEC tend to deviate from those obtained from the trvo

analytical methods.

The simulated line in this case is a 1OO-m-long overhead line extended along the.r-axis

with the height of 15 m, shown in Figure 5.2. The origin of the coordinate system is

located in the middle of the line and the line is divided into 400 segments, each with the

length of 25 cm. The ¡adius of the conductor is set at 5 cm. Both ends of the line are left

open-circuited and a uniform voltage source with the magnitude of 150 V is placed at the

first segment. The magnitude of the electric field is calculated at ten different observation

points (.r : -10 m, -8 m, -6 m, -4 m, 0, 2 n, 4 m, 6 m, 8 m, y : 10 m, and z = 0) and for

three distinct frequencies Ç: 60 Hz,f : 1 kH4 andf : I MHz).

The magnitude of the electric and magnetic field intensity vectors at the selected

observation points are calculated using King's formulation, complex image theory, and

(68)
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As it is seen in Figures 5.3-5.5, the results derived from NEC agree with those

obtained from King's and Bannister's formulations. It should be mentioned that the

current distribution along the transmission line used for King's formulation and complex

image theory has been extracted from NEC.

The main electrical consideration for using NEC is on the segment length, AL, relalive

to the wavelength, 2. Generally, AL should be less than about 0.1À at the desired

frequency 122] and 164]. As the frequency increases, the wavelength of the signal gets

smaller; thus, to have valid simulation results at higher frequencies, a smaller length

should be selected for each segment, which will result in higher computation time.

Such limitations on applicability of numerical software packages along with their high

time-consumption encourage us to employ a general technique to deal with the problem

of radiation from power transmission lines.

5.2.1 Time-Ðormaüm,A.pplication of NEC

In the next step, a time-domain problem is simulated using NEC. The transformation

between the frequency- and time-domain has become possible using FFT.

To compare the results derived from NEC with those obtained analytically, the current

distribution along the line, when a uniform voltage source is applied, is extracted from

NEC. This data corresponds to the impulse response of a linear time-invariant (LTI)

system with the excitation voltage as the input and the current distribution along the line

as the output. This frequency-domain spectrum is then multiplied by the Fourier

transform of the time-domain excitation waveform to find the frequency-domain current

(7r)
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distribution data along the line. This data is employed by the MATLAB code wriften

based on King's formulation and complex image theory to calculate the frequency-

domain electric and magnetic fields. Finally, inverse Fourier transform is applied to find

the time-domain waveform of the electric and magnetic frelds.

Time-domain electric and magnetic fields derived by applying King's formulation and

complex image theory are compared with the time-domain NEC results obtained by

applying inverse Fourier transform. The flow of this process is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6. The process of calculating time-domain field ryaveforms using NEC, King's formulation,
and complex image theory.

Frequency-Domain Field Data

Derived from NEC

Current Dislribution
Data in NEC

(lmpulse Response)

Frcquency-Domain
Currcnt Distribütion

Dnta

(72)
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very low frequencies. For example, at 60 Hz and distance of interest oî 15 m, lk2pl x

6.53 x 70-2 [9]. By looking at the electric field expressions derived by applying King's

formulation, presented in Chapter 3, we can see that the only component of the electric

field that is detennined entirely by the magnitude of k2p is E, [19]. Violation of the

required condition at lorv frequencies affects the accuracy of the results de¡ived fo¡ the .r-

component and the magnitude ofthe electric f,reld intensity.

As observed in Figures 5.9-5.11 and 5.14-5.16, the complex image theory can be

employed to predict the magnitude ofthe electromagnetic fields in the vicinity ofa porver

transmission line. The obtained results a¡e in a good agreement with those obtained frorn

NEC. However, NEC's simulation-time to run this example was in the order of 5 hours,

comparing to the 30 min time-consumption using complex image theory. The only

condition for applying complex image theory is Inl2 >> 1.

The Validity Range of King's Formulation and Complex
Image Theory

The only ¡estriction on applying complex image theory ts lk2/krlz )) 1. The same

condition should be satisfied for applying King's set of fomulas. To determine the range

of frequency for which this condition is satisfied, the value of lk2/k112 for a wide range

of frequency is calculated and shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.18. The value of ground's

conductivity is once chosen as 0.001 [S/m] and once as 0.1 [S/m], which are typical

values for dry and wet soils. Relative permittivity of the ground takes three different

values of 1, 5, and 10.

5.3

(80)
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depending on the distance between the source and the obselvation point, one or two of

these terms will have the main contribution on the total field. The electrostatic field is at

its highest value when the observation point is in the near-field range. As rve get far from

the source, the contribution of the induction and radiation terms becomes more

significant. The induction term has a major contribution in the intermediate ranges rvhile

the contribution of the radiation term becomes significant at far-field [7]. The definition

of the near-, intermediate-, and far-field ranges depends on the excitation frequency [3].

Nonetheless, for time-domain applications, where a wide range of frequency exists, there

is no explicit definition for the range ofeach term.

By looking into the Equation (2.35), it is observed that the induction term has a direct

relationship with the cunent wavefonn, while the electrostatic and radiation fields vary

with the integral and derivative of the excitation waveform, respectively.

In this section, the transition of the field wavefoffns for different observation points

and distinct excitation signals are studied. The simulated line is a 5O0-mlong overhead

line, extended along the .r-axis with symmetry with respect to the yz-plane and located at

the height of 20 m over the ground. The line is decomposed into 5000 segments, each

with the length of i0 cm. The ground is assumed to be lossless rvhich makes it possible to

make use of Equations (2.25) and (2.35). The observation points for this example are

located along the y-axis where the .r and z coordinates are fixed at -250 m and 0, and y

takes distinct values of 0, 100 m, and 5000 m. A cunents source is placed at the first

segment of the line while both ends of the line are open-circuited. The excitation current

, --2

is a Gaussian waveform with the equation of is(t) = 150 x 
" 
-ll:i+. The current is
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As seen ìn Figures 5.22-5.27, the contribution of electrostatic term is at its maximum

in the near-field region. As the observation point gets far from the line, the induction term

will have the main contribution on the total electromagnetic fields. In this example and

ivith the chosen excitation signal, the source-to-observation point distance is not large

enough for the ¡adiation term to have a significant contribution on the total electric and

magnetic field intensities. Generally, in power system applicaiions, the radiation term

plays a minor role in the electric and magnetic emission frorn tlie line, compared to the

electrostatic and induction terms.

5.5 The Accuracy of the Dipole Technique

The main drawback of the dipole technique is the expensive time-consumption of this

method which roots from the segmentation of the line into a large number of small

dipoles [31]-[33]. In order to have a relatively good accuracy in the calculations, the

length of each dipole should be small enough so that the assumption of constant cunent

on each segment sounds reasonable. In a qualitative clarification, the length ofthe dipole

should be small compared to both the wavelength at all the working frequencies and the

distance between the source and the observation point.

The main features of the field waveforms that get affected by changing the length of

the dipoles are their extremum values. To study the effect ofthe number ofdipoles on the

accuracy ofthe calculation results, the maximum value of the electric and magnetic field

vectors' magnitude are calculated fo¡ a 2700-m-long transmission line, when the number

of dipoles takes the values of 1000, 1350, 2000, and 4000. The line is excited by a
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Gaussian current wavefonn with the equation of ¿s(t) = tso * "-#Í. ,n

cunent is assumed to propagate along the line rvith the speed of light and without any

attenuation in its amplitude. The simulated line is extended along the .r-axis rvith

symmetry rvith respect to the yz-plane and located at the height of20 m over the ground.

The electric and magnetic fields a¡e calculated at (x = 10 m, y : l0 m, z = 0) using

complex image theory. Table 5.1 shows the dependence of the calculated elect¡ic and

magnetic field values on the number of dipoles. The total time consumed by MATLAB to

run the code for different cases is also shown in Table 5.1

The highlighted row of the table is chosen as the base for the comparison. The

diffe¡ence in the calculation results for different dipole lengths are presented in the

percentile format.

It is shown that even when very small segments are used in the decomposition process,

the percentage of difference for the magnitude of electric and magnetic fields does not

exceeð, lo/o and the rate of the difference is growing smaller at each step. This shows that

a decision of trade-off between time and accuracy needs to be taken for each simulation.

Table 5,1, Time-consumption and difference in the value ofcalculated maximum electric field
intensity for different dipole lengths (Âl = 67.5 cm is selected as the base for the comparison).

Number of
segments lEl lHl

Computation
Time

Ll : 67 .5 cm 4000 0% 0% 90 min 15.57 s

Âl = 1.35 m 2000 7.01x10,% 6.68x I0''o/. 44 nin 22.00 s

A.I =2m 1350 2.36x10-'Yo l.21xlj''% 3l min I 1.24 s

Ãl : 2.7 m 1000 3.02x10''Y, 2.76xl0'o/o 2l min 48.62 s
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3.tr The Effect of Ground's Conductivity on the Electric and
Magnetic Fields

Many investigators have used the approach proposed by Uman [5]-[7], to deal witli

practical problems such as radiation from high voltage substations [9], porver electronic

switches [34], transmission lines [8], and power system transients [10]. The first

assumption for applying this method, which was ¡eviewed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, is

the infinite conductivity ofthe ground. This assumption is very idealistic and might result

in significant amount of error when dealing with practical examples.

To study the impact of ground's conductivity, o, on the magnitude and waveform of

the electric and magnetic fields, complex image theory is employed. The excitation

(t.zx.Io-a¡2
current is a Gaussian waveform with the equation of i"(t) = 150 x ¿ 

---ãxlõ=:r. The

input cunent and its Fourier transform are shown in Figure 5.28. The simulated line is a

10O-m-long transmission line, extended along the.r-axis with symmetry with respect to

tbe yz-plane and located at the height of 20 m over the ground. The line is decomposed

into 4000 segments, each with the length of 2.5 cm. The relative permiftivity of the

ground is fixed at e," :4 and ground's conductivity changes from 0.001 [S/m] to infinity.

The transmission line is excited by the curent source at its first segment and is left open-

circuited at both ends. The cunent is assumed to propagate along the line with the speed

oflight and without any attenuation in its amplitude. The effect ofreflection from tlie two

open ends of the line is not considered. The electromagnetic helds are calculated at (x =

l0 m, y : 10 m, z = 0). The results of this implementation are presented in Figures 5.29-

5.36.
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In this section, an algorithm for calculation of the electric and magnetic fìeld

distribution near to the sagged overhead lines is presented. In this rvor*, the approximate

parabolic formula given in Equation (5.2) is assumed to match rvith the geometry of the

overhead transmission line [26].

+h. (s.2)
/ ¿x\-

'l.;]
By knowing the relationship between the height of the sagged conductor and the

transversal component ("r-coordinate), the location of each segment of the line and its

slope will be available. Each segment of the line is then broken into vertical and

horizontal components. Each of these components may be treated as verticaVhorìzontal

dipoles. Thus, the field expressions derived in Chapter 3 can be employed to find the total

field at any arbitrary point in the vicinity ofthe transmission line.

The main simplifuing approximation in this work is the assumption of the straight wire

cunent distribution for the sagged line. In other word, it is assumed that the slope of each

segment is small enough so that the cunent passing through it will have the same value of

the current passing through a straight segment [25]. The decornposition procedure is

visualized in Figure 5.3 8.

The electric and magnetic fields due to each dipole are calculated by applying the

complex image theory, using Equations (3.50)-(3.55) and (3.65)-(3.70) derived in

Chapter 3.

In this section, the line shown in Figure 5.38 is simulated and the electric and

magnetic field intensity vectors are calculated for seven sag values. The simulated line is

(e8)
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a 1O0-rn-long transmission line extended along the.r-axis. The conductivity and relative

permittivity of the ground are fixed at o = 0.001 [S/m] and e,. :4. Seven values for sag,

(s = 0, 0.5 nt, I m,2 m, 3 m, 4 m, and 5 m), are selected and the electric and magnetic

frelds are calculated at (x: l0 m, y = 100 m, z:0).

The line is excited with a current waveform rvith the equation of ts(¿) = 300 x

. ^.2It-zxto-"1
(#+) x e---:¿liõ=n-. The input current and its Fourier transform are shown in

Figure 5.39. The current source is placed at the first segment of the line while both ends

of the line are open-circuited. The current is assumed to propagate along the line rvith the

speed oflight and without any attenuation. The effect of reflection from the open ends of

the line is not considered. Time-domain electric and magnetic freld waveforms,

calculated using complex image theory, are presented in Figures 5.40 and 5.41.

FiguIc 5.38. Geometry ofthe d€composed sagged conductor.
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Table 5.2. Perccntâge of error in the calculâted elcctric field intensity duc t0 not taking the sag of the
conductor into consideration for an observation point located at (x = 10 m, y = 0, z = 0).

E r^o, Ey E
"2max lE*r*l

s:0.5m 6.27x 0-% 3.31x 0''% 1.33x 0''% 1.33x 0''%

s: I m 1.29x 0' 'o/o 3.45x 0-"% 2.64x 0' 'o/o 2.64x 0''%

s:2m 2.74x 0''% 5.87x 0'"% 5.24x 0"% 5.24x 0''o/"

s=3m 4.35x 0''Yo 2.81x 0''Yo 7.78x 0''%o 6.84x 0''Yo

s=4m 6.13 x 0''% O.JJ X 0''% 1.02x 0''% 3.93x 0'%

s=5m 8.08x 0''% t.l2 L27 9.80x 0''%

Tâble 5.3. Percentage of error in the calculated magnetic field intensify due to not taking the sag of
the conductor into consideration for an observation point Iocâted at (x = 10 m, y = 0, z = 0),

H- Hy H"-o, lH^"" I

s:0.5m 4.50x 0'"o/n 3.43x10'"o/" 1.06x 0''o/o 2.82x 0''%

s: I m 2.41x 0"% 7.09xl0-"% 2.12x 0''% 6-01x 0''%

s=2m 1.80x 0''Yo 1.51x l0-r% 4.22x 0''% 1.35x 0''%

s:3m 4.69x 0''% 2.42xl0'o/o 6.30x 0''% 2.27 x 0'%

s:4m 8.91 x 0''% 3.44x10-'% 8.36x 0''% 3.33 x 0''%

s:5m 1.45% 4.56x10-'Y" L04 4.57x 0''%

Table 5.4, Percentage of error in the calculated electric field intensity due to not taking the sag of the
conductor into consideratíon for an observation point located at (x = 10 m, y = l0 m, z = 0),

Er^o, Ey E"^o, lE-rrl
s=0.5m 1.06x O''o/n I .38 x 10-'% 4.80x 0"o/n 4.81 x 0-"o/n

s= 1m 2.18x 0''% 3.08x 0''% 9.49x 0"% 9.51 x 0"%

s=2m 4.55x 0'% 5.62x 0''% 1.85x 0-'Yo L85 x 0''yo

s:3m 7 .lzx 0''o/o 9.02x 0''% 2.70x 0-'% 2.70x 0''%

s=4m 9.90x O''o/n 1.4 % 3.48x 0-'o/" 3.49x10''V.

s:5m t.29% 2.080/" 4.19x 0''% 6.64x10''V"
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Table 5.5. Percentage of error in the calculated magnetic field intcnsity due to not taking the sag of
the conductor into consideration for an observation point located at (x = 10 m, y = 10 m, z = 0).

Hr*o, Hy H"^o* lH-r,,1

s:0.5m 1.70x 0''% 6.60x10*% 7.91x 0''% 6.87x 0''%

s: I m 7 .57x 0''% 1.35xl0''o/n 1.58x 0-'% 1.42x 0''%

s:2m 3.19x 0-'% 2.82x 0''% J.IJX 0''% 3.03x 0''%

s:3m 7 .29x 0-'% 4.42x 0''yo 4.61x 0''Yo 4.83x 0-'Yo

s:4m t.3l% 6.15x 0''% 6.15x 0''% 6.83 x 0''%

s=5m 2.05% 8.01x 0''% 7.67x 0''o/o 9.04x 0''%

Table 5,6, Percentage of error in the calculatcd clectric field intensity due to not taking the sag of the
conductor into consíderation for an observation point located at (x = l0 m, y = 100 m, z = 0).

E.
^ marc Ey Er-* lE*ol

s=0.5m 1.0'7o/o 7 .05x10-'o/. 9 .48x10' 'o/" 9 .46x10' 'o/o

s= I m 2.180/. 4.0lxl0-'% 1.96% 1.95o/o

s=2m 4.61.% 2.98% 4.15% 4.r4%

s:3m 7.6r% 7.75% 6.60% 6.59%

s:4 m t0.8% t4.7% 9.32% 9.34%

s:5m t4.2% 23.9% 13.0% 13.1%

Table 5.7. Percentage of error in the calculated magnetic field intensity due to not taking the sag of
the conductor into consideration for an obseryation point locâted ât (x = 10 m, y = 100 m, z = 0).

H. H". H"^o, lH-"* I

s:0.5m 5.10x10-'Yo 7.66x10''% 7.35x10''% 7.64x10''%

s: I m 4 .7 4x l0- 'o/o t.56% t.47% 155%

s:2m 2.44% 3.23% 2.95% 3.2t%

s:3m 5.90% 5.03% 4.44% 4.98%

s:4m 10.85% 6.940/. s.93% 6.8s%

s:5m 17.3% 8.98% 7.43% 8.85%
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Table 5.8. Percentage of error in the calculated electric field intensity due to not taking the sâg of the
conductor into considerâtion for an observâtion point located at (x = l0 Ìn, y = 300 m, z = 0).

E*^o* Ey Er^n lErn"* I

s:0.5m 2.08% 2.65xlO-'Y, 1.28% 1.27%

s: I m 4.24% t.51% 3.03% 3.02%

s:2m 8.80% 6.95% 932% 9.40%

s=3m 13.7% t6.3% 18.8% i8.8%

s=4m 18.9% t5.5% 33.7% 33.9%

s=5m 24A% 4.70% 533% 53.6%

Table 5.9. Percentage of error in the calculated magnetic field intensity due to n0t taking the sag of
the conductor ¡nto considerâtion for an observation point located at (x = l0 m, y = 300 m, z = 0).

Ht^* H". H-.mg)c lH^"*l
s:0.5m 4 .43x10' 'o/o 122% t.35% I.2t%

s= 1m 2.13% 2.49% 2.70% 2.46%

s=2m 927% 5.18% 5.40% 5.05V.

s=3m 12.0% 8.05% 8.08% 7.8t%

s=4m 550% 11.2% 10.8% 12.6%

s:5m 29.2% t4.7% 13.4% 18.4%

The results presented in Tables 5.2-5.9 show that the error due to not taking the sag of

the conductor into account for the magnitude ofelectric and magnetic field has its highest

value when the observation point gets far from the line. The amount of this error in

calculation ofelectric and magnetic fields can be as high as 50% and 20%, respectively.

This obseruation can be justified by knowing that as the distance between the source

and the observation point increases, the electromagnetic fields due to a horizontal dipole

vanish much faster than those of a vertical dipole. As a result, as the obseruation point

gets far from the transmission line, the impact of the small vertical dipoles on the total

( 104)
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fttO,rl+ Y(s)v(r,s) = o,

ftvf*,rl+ z(s)I(x, s) = o.

(s.3)

and,

(s.4)

FDTD technique can be applied to solve the system of the equations given in (5.3) and

(5.4). In this thesis use is made of a recently implemented Modified FDTD (MFDTD)

technique l23l and [24] to acquire the data regarding the current distribution along the

line. In this technique, the frequency dependence of the per unit length parameters of the

transmission line has been taken into account [23].

Using this technique, the magnitude and phase of curuent passing through each dipole

can be obtained by knowing the excitation waveform. Thereafter, by merging the dipole

technique and complex image theory, time-domain electric and magnetic field waveforms

at any point in the vicinity of the transmission line can be found with a very good

accuracy [68] and [69]. This algoritlim can be applied for finding the radiation due to

lightning, switching transients, power system over-voltages, and any other kind of

transients associated with t¡ansmission lines.

In this section, a multi-conductor transmission line with the length of 10 km is

simulated using MFDTD technique. The cur¡ent distribution along the line is then

extracted to frnd the electric and magnetic frelds in the vicinity of the line. The

geometrical properties ofthe simulated line are shown in Figures 5.44 and 5.45 1231.
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Figure 5.44. Cross-sectional view of the simulated nulti-conductor transmission line.

o = 0.1 [S/nl

Figure 5.45. Geomctry of the simulâted multi-conductor transmission system.

As shown in Figure 5.45, the second and third conducto¡s are short- and open-

circuited at the sending and receiving ends, respectively. The receiving end of the flrst

conductor is also short circuited. The excitation voltage waveform is a transient

waveform with the equation of /,(r) - z(z z:'lj!o--6 -t) , "-effif. The inpur

voltage and its Fourier transform are shorvn in Figure 5.46. Figures 5.47 and 5.48

represent the electric and magnetic field cornponents at an obseryation point in the air,

located at (x = 10 m, y: 10 m, z:0).

(108)
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geometric scaling factor ofp is applied to a transmission line system, the conductivity of

the conductor and reflective structures should be scaled with the factor of 1'/p to have an

ideal downscaled system.

According to the results derived from complex image theory, the effect of lossy

ground on electromagnetic radiation becomes more significant when the height of the line

is reduced. Since in the scaled model the line is very close to the ground surface, the

effect of the ground's conductivity becomes signiftcant.

To analyze the effect of scaling on the electric and magnetic fields associated with a

transmission line, the example shown in Figure 5.49 is simulated using NEC. To

determine the amount of error caused by choosing the same intrinsic parameters fo¡ the

ground, the scaled model is simulated once when the value of o is not scaled and once

with the scaled value for o. The original line is a 1OO-m-long horizontal line extended

along the ;r-axis and excited by a voltage source of amplitude 150 V and frequency of 60

Hz. The line is decomposed into 500 segments and the radius of the conductor is set to 5

cm. The line is located above lossy ground rvith the intrinsic parameters of e. = 4 ¿n¿

o = 0.01 [S/m].

A model of an oyerhead transmission line.
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Table 5.13. The percentage of en or in calculati0n of the electric field intensity due to not taking the
finite conductivity of the ground into account, for different transmission line heights.

Er^o, Ey E"mo* lE-"*l
h=5m 00% 00% 515% 51.9%

h = l0 m 000Á 00% 26.7% 27.3%

h = 15 m 00% 00% 9.40% 9.98%

h=20m 00% 00% 2.64% 2.02%

Table 5.14. The percentage of error in calculation of the mâgnetic ficld intensity due to not taking the
finite conductivity of the ground into account, for diffcrent transmission line hcights.

H**o, Hy Hr^o, lH'n"*l

h:5m 00% 51.5% 00% 5t.6%

h: l0 m 00% 25.9% 00% 26.0o/o

h = 15 m 00% 8.10% 00% 8.12%

h:20m 00% 4.030/, 00% 4.02o/o

From the results shown in Tables 5.13 and 5.14, it is clear that PEC glound

assumption brings significant computational etTor in the calculation of the electric and

magnetic field intensities. Moreover, the results show that ihe effect of finite conductivity

of the ground on the electric and magnetic field values becomes more significant as the

line gets close to the ground plane. Therefore, careful consideration should be taken in

choosing the ground surfaces with appropriately scaled conductivity in downscale

modeling studies.

( 121)
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Concluding Remarks

6.1 Overview

Calculation ofthe elect¡ic and magnetic fields in the vicinity ofpower transmission lines

has been subject of research and study for more than a century. In this thesis, the large

body of research on this issue was reviewed and divided into two categories. In the frrst

category, the ground is treated as a perfectly-conductive surface, while the second

category is based on the assumption of a finitely-conductive ground. To solve this

problem, use was made of the Hertzian dipole technique introduced in Chapter 2. In this

technique, the transmission line is decomposed into a large number of small dipoles. The

length of each dipole is so small that the current passing through each dipole can be

assumed to be constant along its length at any time. Also, the distance between any dipole

and the obseruation point is much larger than the length ofeach dipole.

Using the dipole technique, the problem of calculating electromagnetic radiation f¡om

power lines was reduced to the problem of field calculation due to a horizontal dipole.

Three analytical approaches were applied to solve this problem. In the first approach, the

(r22)
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exact analytical expressions for the electric and magnetic fields in the space due to an

infinitesimal dipole in free-space were re-derived. The combination of this method and

image theory enabled us to fon¡ulate the electromagnetic field expressions associated

rvith an overhead transmission line located above perfectly-conductive ground.

The other two approaches implemented in this thesis were the frequency-domain

formulations proposed by R, W. P. King and P. R. Bannister. Both of these approaches

lead to approximate formulas for the electric and magnetic fields in the vicinity of a

horizontal dipole located above lossy ground. The method proposed by King solves the

t¡ansformed fo¡m of frequency-domain Maxrvell's equations subject to the specific

boundary conditions. However, Bannister tries to formulate the same ploblem using the

complex image theory by approximating the Sommerfeld integrals. The restriction on the

application ofthese techniques is on the proporlion ofthe wave number in the air and the

ground. While Bamister's method is only limited to the cases were k12 << lkr2l, King's

approach puts another limitation on the applicability of the formulas, asking for lk2pl to

be bigger than one; where k1 and k2 are the wave numbers in the ground and air and p is

the radial distance between the source and the observation point.

These trvo frequency-domain approaches do not provide valid answer for the zero-

frequency component of the electromagnetic frelds. Hence, to overcome this deficiency, a

set of simplihed formulas for the extremely low frequencies derived by R. G. Olsen rvas

employed to calculate the electrostatic fields due to the zero-frequency component ofthe

excitation waveform.

(123)
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Most of the previons works dealing with the problem of radiation fiom transmission

lines treat the overhead line as a straight wire. Neglecting the sag of the conductor leads

to computational enor, especially in the transient analysis. To take the effect of sag of the

line into account, an algorithm rvas suggested to approach this problem. In the proposed

technique, a parabola is assumed to represent the catenary of the line. The dipole

technique is then applied to decompose the transmission line into small segments. Each

segment is then broken into horizontal and vertical components. The contribution ofeach

segment is found using the frequency-domain approaches reviewed in Chapter 3. In this

technique, it is assumed that the existence ofsag does not change the curent distribution

along the line significantly.

The last step in any theoretical study is validation of the obtained formulas

experimentally. Performing the experiments on a full-scale transmission system is costly.

That's why scale modeling is a popular verification tool in porver system analysis.

Nonetheless, geometrical scaling of physical dimensions demands scaling of all the

temporal and physical parameters such as field intensities, currents, and voltages with

appropriate scale factors. Chapter 4 of this thesis was completely devoted to deriving

such scale factors. By making use of the linearity of Maxwell's equations and by

applying the similarity theory, scaling facto¡s for all the parameters encountered in the

transient electromagnetic analysis were derived analytically.

6,2 Summary of the Simulation Results

NEC-4, which is a numerical software package based on method of moments, was

employed to verifu the validity of the methods ¡eviewed in Chapters 2 and 3. The results

(124)
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show that the magnihrde of electric and magnetic fields calculated using NEC, match

with those calculated by applying King's forrnulation and complex image theory.

Next, using the exact analytical approach explained in Chapter 2, the variation of the

electromagnetic field rvaveforms as the obsenr'ation point gets far frorn the transmission

line was studied in detail. It was observed that the expressions for the electromagnetic

fields include three main components, each dominating in a different distance region.

In many of the studies regarding the problem of radiation from porver transmission

and distribution apparatus, the ground is treated as a perfect conductor. To shrdy the

amount of eror brought into calculations by assuming perfectly-conductive ground, the

effect of ground loss was analyzed by use of example. According to tlie simulation, the

magnitude ofthe electlic and magnetic fields are altered drastically when the value ofthe

ground's conductivity is changed. Also, the t¡ansversal component of electromagnetic

frelds (x component) changes significantly with any change in the conductivify of the

ground.

Using the segmentation technique reviewed in Chapter 2, the impact of conductor's

sag on the electric and magnetic fields was studied in detail. It rvas observed that ignoring

the existence of sag in the calculation brings enor into tlie calculation of electric and

magnetic fields. Interestingly, the error in the calculation of the fields increases rvhen the

observation point gets far from the line. This observation was justified due to the fact that

the electric and magnetic fields associated with a horizontal dipole vanish much faster

with the distance than those ofa vertical dipole. Therefore, the vertical components ofthe

(t2s)
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segmented line play a major role in determining the value of the electric and magnetic

fields in the far-field region.

To obtain the fuI1 waveform of the electromagnetic fields a¡oused by a transient

excitation such as lightning or switching transient phenomena, the current distribution

along the line should be available. Cur¡ent and voltage values at any point of the line can

be obtained by solving Telegrapher's equations, if the excitation source is known. In this

thesis, a modifred frnite-difference time-domain (MFDTD) technique was employed to

solve Telegrapher's equations. Merging the MFDTD method with the dipole technique

enables us to find the transient currents, voltages and electromagnetic fields after any

kind of peúurbation, given that the excitation source is known. As an example of this

application, a rnulti-conductor transmission line was simulated using MFDTD technique

and the obtained current distribution along the transmission line was extracted to frnd the

Jrlz components of electric and magnetic field waveforms.

To verifu the scaling factor table derived in Chapter 4, a full-scale transmission line

and its reduced-scale model were simulated in NEC-4. The results of this simulation

showed that in order to increase the accuracy of downscale modeling, a conducting

surface with a much higher conductivity value than that of the original ground plane

should be employed. In this case, the measurements obtained from the reduced-scale

model can be extended to predict the behaviour ofthe full-scale transmission system.

6.3 Future Work

The theoretical work done in this project can be utilized for prediction of the

electromagnetic fields associated with overhead transmission lines in the transient or

(126)
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steady-state modes. Although the theoretical expressions were verified using the

numerical electromagnetic code (NEC), the ir.npact of experimental and physical

pa¡ameters affecting the response ofthe transmission system, such as humidity, wind, and

corona, were never taken into account. To have a clear knowledge on the extent of effect

of such parameters, fabrication of a downscaled model and performing experimental

measurements on this model is necessary. The experimental measurement can then be

compared with the numerical and theoretical results. Using the scale factor database

presented in Chapter 4, experimental results can be employed to predict the behaviour of

the full-scale transmission system.

The whole focus of this work was on the overhead transmission system. A similar

procedure followed in this thesis can be employed to find the electromagnetic behaviour

of buried power cables. This can be achieved by applying minor changes in the field

expressions derived in Chapter 3. The combination of the new set of formulas and dipole

technique will lead to derivation of the electric and magnetic field values associated with

power cables at any point in the ground or air. As a result, the effects of the energized

electric cables on the environment and adjacent equipment can be studied.

The effect of line insulation and stratified ground on the emitted fie1ds from the power

transmission lines were neglected in this thesis. To fìnd out the impact ofshielding on the

transmission line radiation, the set of formulas derived by King can be extended to

include the effect of shielding on the emitted fields. Moreover, the electromagnetic effect

of a multi-layered ground can be taken into consideration by modifuing the complex

image theory.
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In the proposed algorithm for calculation of the radiated frelds due to a sagged

conductor, it was assumed that the existence of sag does not change the cutrent

distribution along the line. Although tliis sounds to be a legitimate assurnption, the

MFDTD technique used in this thesis can be modifred to predict the current distribution

along a sagged transmission line.

Finally, the procedure explained in this work can be used to study the electromagnetic

effects of the power t¡ansmission lines on other instruments in the vicinity of the

transmission system. As an important application, the coupling between power lines and

communication lines, pipelines, and ¡ailroads can be studied. Also, the theoretical results

presented in this thesis can be extended to find the fields emitted from other power

system apparatus such as high voltage substations, grounding systems, and power

electronic convefters. Moreover, the health issues associated with porver transmission

lines in the low- and high-frequency ranges can be studied using the theoretical and

numerical results derived in Chapters 3 and 5.
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Appendix A

King's F ormulation

This Appendix provides the mathematical calculations followed by King and Wu [4.1]-

[A.3], leading to the electric and magneiic field expressions fo¡ a horizontal dipole above

lossy ground.

4.1 Maxwell's Equations and Their Transforms

Consider the.r-directed horizontal electric dipole shown in Figure A.l, located at z = d

on the z-axis. The wave numbers of the two regions are ki : a(poë)1/2, where

ë¡ -- e¡ i j o¿/a and í = 7,2. It is assumed that both regions are nonmagnetic so that

L\ = ltz = ¡.r0. Maxwell's equations in the two regions are derived assuming exp(- jcot)

time-dependence:

Y xE¡ : jaB¡

V x B¿ = p6Ç joë¡E¡ + îJ),

l, = õ(x)6(y)6(z-d)'

and,

rvhere,
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Appendix A. Kitrg's Formulation

is the normalized volume density of curent in the dipole. Equations (4.1) and (A.2) are

to be solved for E¡ and B¡, subject to the following boundary conditions,

E¡(x,Y,O) = E2*(x,Y,0), (44)

Ety(x,Y,O) = Ezy@'Y,0), t'r'sl

klEy(x,y,O) = kzÇz"G,y,Q), (Å.6)

B{x,y,o) -- B2@,y,0). (Å.7)

The translational invariance of the boundary in the .r- and y-directiolls suggests the use

of the transform

E(x, y, z) = # I:_f_ejcx+'i1ÐEc, n, z)dn dq,

and a similar one lor B(x,y, z).

(.{.8)

Region I (Air)

Region 2 (EaIth)

x

Figurc A. l. Gcorììctr'\' of an .\:-(lilccted holizontal dipole, located on thc;-¡ìxis îbo\c fiDitelt.
conductiYc glound.

(l4l)

e f.r, y. rt I
t. ..- ---:-. ----;Ã*"



Appendix A. King's Formulation

The transformed form of/, (x,y,z) is

J,G,rr,") = 6(z - d). ('\'e)

The transformed Maxwell's equations in Cartesian coordinates are,

(4.10)

(;\.1 l )

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.11)

(.\, r s)

_ ô_
inE¡" -;- E¡" = iaB¡x,ôz ''

a_
-E¿- 

j€Eí": jaU¡y,
oz

j€E,r-inE¡* = ¡aB¡",

_ a_ ik?-jnB" - iEry = -îU,, + po6(z - d),

d_ _ ik?-
aîBo - i{Bi" = -'i t'r,

ik? -
ilB¡y - in9i* = -; t,".

With these equations, the y- and z-components of both E¿ and B¿ can be expressed in

terms of E¡" and F¡r. The results are

- 7 / - A-\
E'" = E:pl-ça1,, 

+ ¡aþ8,.), (A 16)

- I t ô- -\E" = q+Q4þEi,+rrcB,,), (År7)

- 1 / ¡p?a - -\B" = E+l-'#æu', - qn4")' (418)

- 7 / k?n- ô- \
B'" = E+l-Tr,,+¡ç a,8,,) (\'re)

The substitution of (4.I 6)-(A.1 9) into (4. i 0) and (A. 13) leads to the following

ordinary differential equations lor E¡, and E¡*

(142)



Appendix A. King's Formulation

( d' ,\ = atto(k? - ;2'

laa. rr ¡u,. 
= =ît 6k - d),

/ d2 -\ _

\**'i ¡B¡' = o'

Yí : Ri - e' -n'.

A.2 Solution of the Differential Equations

Filst consider the Equation (4.21) for B¡, with i = 1 and z > 0. The general solution in

regionl,z>0,is

E* = (!¿-ivtz * Creinz, (.\.2-1)

where, from (A.22) with kt = pt * ja1,

n = $? - d? - l' - n2 + 2iq.17)1/2. (^'24)

when f2 + n' > ßl - ol,

h = jGz +tt' - ßl + ol)'/'lf (p,) - is(p)1, ('\'2s)

where p. = 2atþt/(€2+q2-Pl+a4) is positive and real, and f(p) =

cosh (Jsinh-1 pt) and glp'\ = sinh (l sinh-' pr). It follows that,

ljytz = 1z(12 + qz - ßl + a?)'/'f (pt) 
(A,26)

+ jz(12 + n2 - ßl + a?)'/'S(p').

Clearly, with z > 0, exp(-jy1z) '---+ <n as z ----) @, which is an unacceptable solution.

Therefore, Ci = 0, and,

Er, = ¿r¿inz z>0.

(r43)

(,\.27)
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Appendix A. King's Formulation

Tlris solution rvas obtained for f2 + n2 > ß? - a12; by continuity it also holds when

l'+rt' < ßl - "1.

When the same sequence of steps is followed for region 2, z 10, and the boundary

condition Bu = Bz, at z = 0 is applied, it follorvs that,

82, = (r¿-irzz; 210. (r.2 8)

The differential equation (4.20) for Er, is homogeneous and a solution is obtained

just as for Brr. It is

82, = (rs- itz'' z 10. (A.29)

The ð-function on the right side of the Equation (4.20), makes the solution for E ',
z > 0, more complicated. The particular solution for the equation ìs,

so that,

Er,

, - _o4o(kl - 12) .jyllz-dl"1'p zvrkl

au^(k2 t2\
= Cte-ihz + CeiYLz eiYlz-dl, z > 0. (,\.31)

(A.30)

(A,32)

As in the solution (4.23) for Er", the constant C' must vanish since exp(-77t2) -; co

as z ---) û. The boundary condition Er, = Ez, at z = 0 gives

/- - . .LaPo(k? - 12) .¡v,¿v-w2t 
zyrk?

so that,

au¡(k? - q') ,., 
^81" : (r¿)ftz ¿lttu gil¡yr2',

jyót

u* = (r, -'|ì,o;l:,úr'z) ,inr,d),i,",

o<z<d, (4 33)

d < z' ('\'34)

(r44)



Appendix A. King's Formulation

Tlie solutions (A.21) and (4.28) fol B, and (A.29), (4.33), and (4.34) for E, satisfu

the boundary conditions Er* = Ezþ Bu = Bz, at z = 0. The continuity of 8", kE,,

8", and B" remains to be assu¡ed. Since these four additional boundary conditions are not

independent, only trvo need to be enforced in order to determine the arbitrary constants

C1 and C, in the formulas for E, and Br. Specifically, the conditions Ery = Ery,

Bry = Bry at z : 0 lead to the follorving system of equations:

le+.#e) G+ #)"lr:,r -, o r (\3s,
lf r r \- /y,k? y,ü\ll2l-lpoeiv'al'
t\C-- g 4 )tn - \u74+ ¡V4 ) f''

With /¡'z = k? - €t - 42 and extensive manipulation, the constants Ct and C2 are

^ ln(t<? - t<Ð ¡1..dLl = - ----ûñ- poe', L" l
(.\.30

(.\,3 7)y,(k3-€2)+y2G4-a2)
UZ-- a!.oeiY1d

M = y1 +y2; and U = k? y2 * kl yr. (4,38)

Wlren these expressions are substituted in (A.27)-(A.29), (4.33), and (4.34), the

solutions E¡, and E¡*, i = 7,2, are obtained. The further substitutions of E¡* and E¡, in

(A.16)-(4.19) provide E¡r, E¡,, Biy, and 8,".

4.3 Components of the Electromagnetic Fields

The six components ofthe electromagnetic field in cylindrical coordinates are obtained in

tlie fom of infìnite integrals when the Fourier transforms de¡ived in (4.8) are substituted.

In region 1, the EM field components are given as

(14s)
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u,, = -ffi,".r[l- (or,,r^r,

- Ç V,r^ ol - l,QP\) Y ¡ 
" 

ivttz - dt Àd7

* [,- (f v,r^p) - ],(^Ðt

- ff u 
"r^ 

o, + nQ p)l) ¿ n' {" + a) 7 ¿ 7],

n,6 = ffisinøff,* (unç,rl

- Ç v rr^rl + l,(^P)l) v;' e i.ltz-dt 
^d)'

* ["- (f u,r^Ð + t,ep)]

- ff u 
" 

r^ ø - I 
^^ 

p)l) e i r't" + at 7¿ 7f,

ør" = ffi"orQ [o- {tr'ru"-ot + Qeivle+d))J1ep)12d;,

ø,, = - ffisin Olt [ 
"* 

nttørj'1't'-dt 
^d^

* ["- (lv"r^o> + ]zup)l

-'2V'f^ø - l'Q"P)l) 'n'r"+a)7¿7]'

(A.12)
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n,* = -fficos ølt l,- nr^ø"ivttz-¿t7dl

* l"- ($v,r^ø -r,ep)l

-'1V,r^ø + l'QP)l) 
'jY't"+a)7¿7]'

nr, = ffsinQ [o* {"tru"-ot - ,rir,e+d))TlrJí1p)Azd;.

a=

t2 11

h*Tz'

k?v' - kïv'
nnr+ ttr¡
(x2 4 nzlt/z

(,{.15)

(.\.J6)

(A.4?)

(A.J8)

and,

Ó = tan- (l),

í-n f2n
J"eù = '2, 

Jo "j^oro"tri"tde,

is the integral form ofthe Bessel functions.

This completes the formulation of the electromagnetic field at all points in the upper

half-space when the source is a horizontal dipole with the unit electric momeni located at

a distance d from the boundary surface.

The integrals appeared in Equations (4.39)-(4.44) can be evaluated approximately

with the condition lkr/krl' >> 7 or lkrl > 3k1. After complicated mathematical
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manipulations, tlie six components of the electric and magnetic fields at any point

þ,Q,2) in the air over tlie eafih can be obtained as,

E,p(p, ó,,) = ffi*, q{,'r"'lþ. #
, (t-d\'/ikl_ 3 _ 3i \l*\ ., ,/ \t-?-/.,F/l

-''r'"1#*#*#l (+ + *+)

-'+(+)(+ +)

.,# l+ - + - 
",:- 

- E G) Ç-)"' " 
-, ", (, ) 

]] Ì,

E,ø(p,ó, z) = - ffir,n 4(r'"" (* - þ #)
-.it ",(jl!- 

1- j \" \r, rj krri)

-,,""{_T(r!)(+ +)

.#li*#*(+)'(+ + #)l

.'# (?)' (h)''', -" 
" 
(')Ì 

),
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8,"(p, Q, z) = #*' rl-"'-"' (l) #)(+ - + #)
*,'u,,. (l) #) (+ - rl r *+)

_2f , i uu,le) e +) E(#y'," 
-'",r,r]I

B,p(p,ô,2) = ffsinó1"'r"'(T)e +)

- "iu,n ( !d)(+ 
+)

*zf ",,n"1+. #. (+)' e r+ r*1)

-'#G)' ç+)''' " 
-'" r,r,] 

Ì,

B,oØ,ô,2) = ff,o,ol,'r*(+)(+ 
^+)

-,ir""(1!!\e ,+)

-Zkt.¡*,,,1i!:--t - ¡
' k, " lr.- rj ktrî

- F'rn (#)'' 
" 

-, "' c' I 
] Ì'
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8,"(p,ó,2) = -ffisino("'r"'(l)e +)

_r,r,,(l)e 
+)

¡2'ktz(Ð{i(+)(+ ,+ #)
k?11 3j 3

-Gln-* tq',-- pß

.(+)'(* + #)lÌ)
where.

tS-lZlDt2P:s( o J

with,

^ kl,,
" .t-2'Ln2

R?d

¿, 
^2

kl o k?z
"-zk|' '-zk, ( Å.s7 )

(å,s9)

(A,60)

And

FØ --;e*t-["'ffiuu
where, the integral in the right hand side ofEquation (4.58) is the Ftesnel integral [4.4].

11 and 12 are respectively the distance from the element of cur¡ent and the perfect-image

element to the point ofobservation; that is

r, = l(x - x')2 + (y - y')' * (z - z')2lt/2,

r, = [(x - x')2 + (y - y')' + (z + 2')2]1/2.

(ls0)
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Tlre accuracy of representation incleases as the value of Wr/ktl grorvs larger' The

derived equations give the complete electric and magnetic fields subject to the inequality

lkz/krl >> 7 or lkzl 2 3h.
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Appendix B

Bannister's Formulatíon

This Appendix provides the mathematical calculations followed by Bamister to calculate

the EM freld expressions for a horizontal electric dipole, located above lossy ground

tB.ll-[8.4].

For an HED source, when h and z are > 0, the Sommerfeld integral expressions for

the Herlz vector are

lL l¿-rßo ¿-YtRt fæ e-ute+h) I,,: n"t,^l k - & *,J, ,,**lo(Àp)ÀdLt' (ßr)

and,

, " = (m) h I,- ##e-u'\e+h) l o(^p) 
^d'^,

where,

Ro = lp2+(z-h)211/2,

R, = lp2+(z+h)zl1/2,

u, = (72 +yl)t/',

u2 = (72 +yt)t/t,

(8.3)

(8..¡)

( B.s)
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Appendix B. Bannister's Formulation

,, = 7- a2 p¡es)1/2, (8.7)

y2 = Uapo(o2 * jae)11/2, (8.8)

The real part of 21, u2, and y2 are all positive and a time harmonic dependence of

expQart) has been assumed.

From Equations (B.l) and (8.2) and utilizing the identity (u2 - u)(uz t ur) :

yl -yl,wehave

t IL cos d¡t fi l¿-VtRo ¿-YtRtV.tl={--'ì |

\+nJ u€o ) apl Ro R1

¡ | 
- 2y_l 

"-", 
r" * n, 

I oQ p) Àd À].
Jo y; u1 +yíuz I

For lnl2 >> 1, it has been shorvn that,

Y-!! * e-',d.
u2+ur

and,

/u. - u.\ 2u.
l-l' '! = ---------1 < 7-?-utn'

\uz + url u7 + u2

where,

a = z/yr.

Applying Equations (8.1) and (8.5) and Sommerfeld's integral,

I ¿-YtRt
5, = Jo 

e-urtz+n)lo(Àp)--O^ = n,

lL / ¿-ltRo ¿ -/rRz \n - _l 

---l

"' -  n¡rieo\ Ro R, )'

results in

(1s3)



Appendix B. Bannister's Formulation

rvhete R2 = lp2 +(d+z+h)')t/' This equation is valid at any range from the

source.

Since y? /yZ = A2 = 7/n2,(B'9) can be rewritten as

z/L cos ór A f e-Yt4o ¿-rtRt \," = (ffi)hl+-'+-,,-)' (B15)

,,,, = f"-'ffit¡ep)td:.
Since

1 = 
1-l1- i \

u1 * A2u2 tl1 \ur ul + A¿uzl

from Equations (8.i3) and (B 17)wehave,

1 A2u,
= ur-;G'+Eu)'

r o tv = z Az l+ l,- ffi2ou¡ oe ù 
^d^f.

Since ln2l >>7(lÁ'l << 1), we can set the function u1 in the second term of the

Equation (8.18) equal to /1, the propagation constant in the earth Therefore,

A2urxAzyr=YrÂ,

and,

tow - Zri+ l"- ##toep)^dÀll.
For ln2l )) 1, the Fresnel reflection coefficient for vertical polarization is

,l = H##,
rvheresinry'l = Q+h)/fu.

It has been shown that, when lnz | )) I' and lyoRt I >> 1,

(154)
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o = [- v,ae-"'e*ù- r^(.p)^d^ - (+) t1 - F(w)l#, (8 22)

' Jo u1(ut + Y1A)'"'

rvhere F(w) - 7 - j(nw)1/2e-w erl¡c (iw7/2)' is the Sommerfeld surface-rvave

attenuation function, and w = -!lL çsinút t A)2, is the Somr'rerfeld numetical

distance [8.5]. Therefore, from Equations (8 20) and (8 22)'

,o,, ='!ïïtt-(+)¡r-n{w)1} =to'ry;"o', (ß23)

where,

¡1 - fir\ sinrþ1 * A F(w) (ß.21)
A = 1- (.-,)11-F(w)l s,n.tr,, +/

Thus, from Equations (B l5) and (B'23)'

uilcosór ô le-vLRô e-hRl .2a2Ae-vLR1\ (8.2s)
v'n - \aolreoJø\ ". 

- -' " R' )'

When lnzl )) 1 and l/ siniy'tl << 1,

*(+) - - A(r + v 1R,) cos,¡'',ff - (ry)#

- -A(7+vR')costþ'ff (826)

x -(1+Yrnre)cosþfff.

wlrere costy'1 = P/& Therefore, from Equations (8 25) and (8'26)'

v.n = }ffifcr+rrn.l rorr/o'ff-(1+/1R1) 'o'vrÇ 
(B.z.t)

2 cosþ, e-v'R' I*"_T(r+y,n,/)1,

From Equation (8.17), utilizing the identity (u2 - u1)(u2 * ur) = yl - yl, wehave

(iss)
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uz-ut 
= 

1 , - , ot ..^ -,
ylu, + Ylu2 q(ut + u) ullur + a¿u2)

Therefore, (8.2) reduces to

¡ILcosót A r ¡æ 1^-u1(z+h)

n" = (ffi)" lJ,;¡Oto(ÀP)^dÀ

- zo' [- i-"'l'-,|)] .Jo¿,p)¡d¡f
Jn u1(u, + A2u2)'"''" I

: /4"'-q\ ô (t-' - L),
\+n joeo) ôP' "'

where,

f*t 2; 1

t _ I f "ut I eaq(z+h) l^(^p):'- d^,'rt- Jo\u1 +ul- '"'".'ui

and,

.-u:lz+h)
Izz = 2A2 J" ù¡e;;loÃùÀd^

r co p-It1(z+h) - - ZP

- 2a2 
Jo ¡çr,¡r¿1"{7P)1d^ 

= i = o''

After some maniPulations, we have

ô ln coslþz e-Y1Rz (1 + Yrd),o:'þJ:::'
ôp - Rz+d+z+h Rr+z+n

ôlzt costþ, e-rrRz

ôp = Rr+d+z+h
(l + yrd) cosÚ.- e-Y'R' 

.

RI +z+h

l
I

I

,,

(8.32)

wheresinry'2 = @.+ z+ h)/Rzandcosry'2 = P/Rz'

Therefore, from Equations (B'24), (B '29), (8 32), and (B'33)'
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lLcosón * -:-::-L lsintþ.. s-v,Rz - sintþre-YtRt't2 - 4xjaesp (8,3.r)

* yrde-rth (sinz tþ, + A cos2 tpr)1.

After deriving the expressions for the HED HeÍz vector, the electric and magnetic

fields at any point in the air can be obtained from E = -ylll+ V(V. II) and H =

jaeo(Y x n). The components of electric and magnetic fields in the cylindrical

coordinate system are given in the following equations:

,, ='#Hl{(3 cosz iy'6 - 1)(1 + yoRo) - yî R|sin',1,0} ff

- {(a cos2 ry'., - 1)(1 + yrnr) - rglRl.in',lr}f

l¿-rtRr (++lf(3 eosztþr- 1)(1 +rrRr)l (n.3s)

_zR? l" _ Rr ._y,¡n,_n,)l
d2 L- Rr." I

+ nzyl Rlþin,¡, + (?).,,,r]Ì],

/L sin ó [ p-ftRo p-rLRt
,r ='ffi|(l *y1ns + v?RÐ"-F - (7 +hR, + v?R?)LlT 

(8.j6)

.'#{u }: v 1 R i) -'#lr- 
fr 

, -"r-'-^' rl}],
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ILcosó ( ¿_ytRo
E" = 4"lrrrrl(3 + 3yrR0 +yinil sin ry'o cos ry'6 ---------;-

- (3 + 3hA1 + rrylnl)sin ry', cos i¡, ff
2 ^ ^ g_yt Rt

+ "(3 +3ytRt *yiRi)sintþ, costy'r 
O

-*l##, :,!## (L + vl d)]

- ztlt -(?) F(w)] cos r/, rr,*,)' #\,
ILsinól ¿-YtRz ¿-YtRo

n, = -i;. l(7 
+ ylR ) sin tl.t z ----------- - (L + ytRo) sin úo n

¿-rtRz (7 * yrdA)¿-v,a,l
- Rß;f dT;T'i*T,i*,*,- 1'

ILcosól s-YtRo
Ho = - +n l(1 

+rrno)sinúo 
O

- (r + lir y,n,)sin{1Ç.#(+)r(w)e-nn,

s-ytRz (I * y, d)s-v,R,l
- Rßr+d+zf7¡.- RJRiz+Ð |

,lL sin ó [ s-YrRo ¿-YtRzl
n" = *'-l(1 + /rRo) cos ty'o n - (7 * y1R) cosltz *71,

where sinry'g = Q - h) / R¡ and cos ry'6 = P/Ro.

The obtained set of formulas can be used to determine the effect of the ground

constants on the field intensity in the vicinity of a dipole. These fomrulas may also be

used to show the influence ofthe location of the dipole on the attenuation of EM waves at

different frequencies. These equations are valid for infrnitesimal dipoles; however, they

(ls8)
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are also true for' finite dipoles if the length l is mnch less than both the ftee-space

wavelength and the measurement distance.
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Appendix C

Geometry of Transmissíon Linets
sag

c.1 Introduction

Traditional electromagnetic field computation techniques assume that the current carrying

power transmission lines are straight horizontal rvires. This assumption results in a model

whose fields are distorted from those produced in reality [C.1].

Precise analytical modeling of electric and magnetic fields produced by overhead

power lines is important in several resea¡ch areas such as health effects of extremely low

frequency (ELF) electromagnetic fields and design of power line proximity detectors and

measurement equipment [C. l] and [C.2].

Whenever analysis of the power line is concentrated in close proximity to the

conductors, the straight wire approximation must be critically revierved. The effect ofthe

catenary on the arnplitucle of the electric and magnetic fields may be significant in some

cases [C.l]and [C.2].
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Appendix C. Geometry of Transrnission Line's Sag

In this appendix, an algorithm is proposed for modeling the electric and magnetic

fields produced by the sagged power transmission lines

C,2 Representation of the Conductor Sag

Tlie exact sliape of a conductor suspended between two poles of equal height can be

described by parameters such as the distance between the points of suspension, ¿, the sag

ofthe conductor, s, the height ofthe lowest point, /r (normally in the mid-span), and the

highest points above the ground, H, as shown in Figure C.1 [C l]'

A catenary symmetric with respect to the z-axis in the .rz-plane is specified by the

following equation

" = !cosh(ax).
a.

(c.t)

FiguIc C. l. Gconìctr! ol a saggcd tlanslnission linc.
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The parameter a is given by

7
-- hIz¿'

H -lz, t L \
T. 

"- 
cosh 

lz(i. + z,r),) 
= o

! axz e3 x4
z- ..--L--L-,L,.,-z'- a' 2l' 4l ' 'd

(c.2)

and z¿ is the distance between the catenary coordinate system origin and the ground level

which can be found from [C.l],

(c.3)

AlthoLrgh a precise representation of the catenary shape is given by (C.3), it may be

not the most effective expression for practical applications. In order to reduce the

computation time, altemative formulas approximating the tlïe catenary are recommended

[C.l]. Most often, several first terms ofthe series expansion of (C.l )

(c.,¡)

are used. The first two terms of (C.4) represent a parabola. In this case, however, the

points of suspension of the true catenary and those of the parabola will not coincide,

although the difference is minor. Another approximate representation of the catenary is

used in [C.2],

"=,(T)'*n, (cs)

For the representation given by (C.5), the origin of the coordinate system is located at

ground level. When the relative sag (s /L) of the power line conductor is small, the

correlation between the palabola approximation and the catenary equation is very high

and the error is well within practical level ofprecision [C.l].
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c.3 Segmentation of the I-,ine

In order to take the effect of sag into account, we decompose each segment of the

transmission line into horizontal and vertical vectors. This will provide a more accurate

approximation for the transient fields radiated from a transmission line. The schematic of

the decomposed segment of wire is shorvn in Figure C.2. The fields due to each

component can be calculated using the set of formulas given in Chapter 3.

Figut e C. 2. Configut ¿rtion of all arllitrîrill'o¡ icnte(l scgtlìcnt ol a s¿rgged conductol, dccomposcd
itto hor¡zontal ân(l Yclticnl scgnlcltts.
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